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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThis paper and its successor PR3 study subgroup configurations which
involve groups belonging to one of the following classes:
 4L s L i e even j D j S . 51
and
S s L ¬ FU L rZ FU L is a sporadic simple group and  .  . .
Z FU L has odd order ,4 . .
where
 .   n.  n.  n.  2 nq1. 4L i e even s L 2 , U 2 , SU 2 , Sz 2 ¬ n g N ;2 3 31
 4  .D s D ¬ p an odd prime D is the dihedral group of order 2n ;2 p 2 n
S is the symmetric group of degree 5.5
The specific situation we shall be investigating is described in
HYPOTHESIS 1.1. Suppose that G is a group generated by proper finite
subgroups P and P for which the following hold:1 2
 . 2X .  2X .. 2X .  2X ..i O P rO O P g L and O P rO O P g S ;1 2 1 2 2 2
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 .  .  .  .ii Syl B : Syl P l Syl P , where B [ P l P ;2 2 1 2 2 1 2
 . 2X .iii P s O P B for i s 1, 2;i i
 .   ..  .iv C O P F O P for i s 1, 2;P 2 i 2 ii
 .v B contains no nontri¨ ial normal subgroup of G.
2X .  .For i s 1, 2, we put L s O P and Q s O L . Our main resulti i i 2 i
which is concerned with the possible structure for P and P is as follows:1 2
THEOREM A. Assume that Hypothesis 1.1 holds. Then the chief factor
 .structure of the pair P , P is known and is tabulated in Table 1. In1 2
particular,
 .   . 4i P rQ g L 2 , S ;1 1 2 5
 .   .  . 4ii P rQ g M , Aut M , 3 Aut M , M , M , Co , Co ;2 2 22 22 22 23 24 2 1
 . < < 46iii B F 2 .
In Table 1 we present information about the 12 possible pairs of subgroups
 .P , P which satisfy Hypothesis 1.1. The first column presents a nomen-1 2
clature for the amalgams. Column 2 gives the critical distance b associated
 .with each amalgam b is defined in Section 3 . In column 3 we give a chief
14q2 5q1 3  .series for P ; here, for example, 2 L 2 is a compressed form of1 2
1q1q1q1q2q2q2q2q2q1q1q1  .  w x.2 L 2 and following MS 4 represents the2
 .natural GF 2 S -module. Column 4 describes the chief series structure for5
w x P ; here again we follow MS by representing the 11-dimensional respec-2
.   ..tively, 10-dimensional M , M respectively, M , Aut M Golay-code23 24 22 22
 .  .module by 11 respectively, 10 and Todd-module by 11 respectively, 10 .
 .The chief factors of dimension 12 for 3 Aut M , 24 for Co , and 22 for22 1
TABLE 1
b P P G1 2
1 q2 q1 104 5 3  .  .A 1 2 L 2 2 Aut M Co1 2 22 2
1 q2 q1 114 6 4  .A 1 2 L 2 2 M Co2 2 24 1
1 q2 q1 105 4 3  .A 1 2 L 2 2 M Fi3 2 22 22
1 q2 q1 105 4 4  .  .  .A 1 2 L 2 2 Aut M Aut Fi4 2 22 22
1 q2 q1 116 4 3  .A 1 2 L 2 2 M Fi5 2 23 23
X1 q2 q1 116 4 6  .A 1 2 L 2 2 M Fi6 2 24 24
1 q2 q1 11q17 4 6  .A 1 2 L 2 2 M Fi7 2 24 24
1 q4 q1 113 3 3A 1 2 S 2 M J8 5 24 4
U 1 q4 q1 113 3 3A 1 2 S 2 M8 5 24
2 q1 q2 q1 1q121 5 5 3  .  .A 2 2 L 2 2 3 Aut M J9 2 q 22 4
2 q1 q2 q1 1q221 10 10 8  .A 2 2 L 2 2 Co B10 2 q 2
2 q1 q2 q1 1q241 11 11 10  .A 2 2 L 2 2 Co M11 2 q 1
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 .Co come from the embedding of 3M in SU 2 , the action of Co on the2 22 6 1
Leech lattice reduced mod 2, and the embedding of Co in Co , respec-2 1
tively. The last column of the table gives, in all but case AU , a finite8
example for G which contains the given configuration.
As we see from Table 1, 8 of the 26 sporadic simple groups satisfy
Hypothesis 1.1. However, the principal motivation of this work is to
produce results applicable to the revision of the simple group classifica-
tion. For more details of the relevance of Theorem A to such matters we
w x w xrefer the reader to PR1 and St2 . In order to enhance the usefulness of
these papers for revision purposes, we have sought to make them as
self-contained as possible. Our major sources for pertinent module data
w x w x w xare MS and DS with some additional facts from A . While for group
theoretic information about the sporadic simple groups we rely upon the
w xAtlas A .
At certain points in the proof of Theorem A, the case L rQ ( S gets1 1 5
singled out for special treatment. One such instance of this occurs in the
proof of Theorem 4.2; there we need to make use of what is a special case
of Theorem A which we now state as
 n.THEOREM B. Suppose that Hypothesis 1.1 holds with P rQ ( L 2 .1 1 2
 .  .  .Then P rQ ( L 2 , B [ P l P g Syl P l Syl P , and the pair1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
 .P , P is one of the amalgams A , . . . , A , A , . . . , A of Table 1. In1 2 1 7 9 11
particular, one of the following holds:
 .  .i Q is elementary abelian and core Q s 1;2 P 12
 .  .   ..ii Q is extraspecial of q-type, core Q s V Z B ( Z and,2 P 1 1 22
 .  .xfor any x g P _ B, core Q l core Q s 1.1 P 1 P 12 2
The proofs of Theorems A and B lead us to the basic subdivision in
amalgam problems, namely, the noncommuting case and the commuting
 .case defined below . The main result of this paper addresses the noncom-
muting case.
THEOREM C. Suppose that the noncommuting case holds for Hypothesis
 .3.1. Then L rQ ( L 2 , Q is extraspecial of q-type and one of thea a 2 b
following holds:
 .  . 1q12  .i L rQ ( 3 Aut M , Q ( 2 , h L , Q s 6, and L hasb b 22 b q a a a
2q15q2 5q1 3  .a chief series described by 2 L 2 .2
 . 1q22  .ii L rQ ( Co , Q ( 2 , h L , Q s 11, and L has a chiefb b 2 b q a a a
2q110q2 10q1 8  .series described by 2 L 2 .2
 . 1q24  .iii L rQ ( Co , Q ( 2 , h L , Q s 12, and L has a chiefb b 1 b q a a a
2q111q2 11q1 10  .series described by 2 L 2 .2
w xIn PR3 we prove a companion result for the commuting case.
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 .Since L rQ is isomorphic to S or an element of D j L i e even ,1 1 5 1
 .  .Hypothesis 1.1 ii and iii , together with G / P , imply that either P l P1 1 2
contains a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of both P and P or that L rQ ( S1 2 1 1 5
 .and L l P rQ ( S . We note a further point relating to this latter1 2 1 4
 .possibility in the case of A of Table 1 . This configuration in J has8 4
 .P rQ ( S and P rQ ( M with P l P rQ ( S , and using the1 1 5 2 2 24 1 2 1 4
 U U .embeddings of P l P into P and P we may construct a pair P , P1 2 1 2 1 2
U U  U .  .which satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 and for which P l P g Syl P i s 1, 2 .1 2 2 i
 .We may think of this procedure as ``pulling apart'' the pair P , P ; we1 2
have denoted this pulled-apart amalgam by AU.8
The remainder of this section gives an overview of the proof of Theorem
w xA as well as introducing certain notation PR1 also offers a discussion of
.the proof of Theorem A . We observe that G, in Hypothesis 1.1, is a
homomorphic image of the free amalgamated product of P and P over1 2
B. Since Theorem A focusses only upon the structure of P and P we1 2
may assume, without loss, that G s P ) P . In Section 3 the coset graph1 B 2
G of G is introduced. This yields a very useful geometric framework which
enables us to analyse exhaustively the action of G upon G. It is well known
 .in these so-called amalgam arguments that certain GF 2 -modules for the
groups in L and S play a prominent, and often decisive, role. For
 .example, the frequent occurrence of Aut M and 3M in our arguments22 22
is due to these groups possessing modules which have small centralizer
indices for involutions or large quadratically acting 2-groups. Accordingly,
in Section 2 we amass an extensive catalogue of module information for
later use.
In Section 3, after introducing G, we define, for each vertex a of G, a
normal subgroup Z of the vertex stabiliser G , the critical distance b ofa a
 .  .G, and the set C of critical pairs of G . Let a , a 9 g C. Then we have
w x  . w x either Z , Z / 1 the noncommuting case or Z , Z s 1 the com-a a 9 a a 9
.muting case . These two possibilities lead to different considerations. The
balance of Section 3 is concerned with the proof of Theorem 3.20, which
itself depends heavily on the solution of certain pushing-up problems.
Among these we single out for mention Proposition 3.13 and Corollary
3.14, which are of independent interest.
With Theorem 3.20 to hand, in Section 4 we deal with the case when G
has noncommuting critical pairs. As is always the case in this situation we
find that Z is a failure of factorisation module for L rQ and, as thea a a
groups in S , the Suzuki groups, and the unitary groups have no such
 n.modules, we almost immediately know that L rQ ( S or L 2 . Wea a 5 2
 .then employ Theorem 3.20 to guarantee that Z F Z L for all vertices tt t
in G with L rQ g S . After this the bulk of the section is directed tot t
 .  .showing that b s 2, L rQ ( L 2 , and thus that G, P , P , B is ana a 2 1 2
 w x.amalgam of symplectic type see PR2 . Most of the work here, as
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suggested above, is in eliminating the L rQ ( S configurations. It is ata a 5
this point that we apply Theorem B, which we always assume to be proven
when analysing the amalgams with L rQ ( S . We emphasize here that1 1 5
 .the proofs of Theorem A for the S case and Theorem B are indepen-5
 .dent. Having shown that G, P , P , B is an amalgam of symplectic type1 2
wthe main result of Section 4, Theorem 4.2, follows from PR2, Main
xTheorem . Thus we find that the noncommuting critical pairs give rise to
the amalgams A , A , and A .9 10 11
w xSections 5 and 6 in PR3 examine, respectively, the case of commuting
 .critical pairs a , a 9 when L rQ g L and L rQ g S , respectively. Ina a a a
this case we know that b is odd and thus L rQ g S or L , respectively.a 9 a 9
In Section 5 after a short preliminary study we may apply two results of
w xStellmacher St2 , which we have recorded as Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10, to
 n.uncover the fact that L rQ ( L 2 or S . The main result of thisa a 2 5
section is Theorem 5.2, which states that there are no amalgams with
 .commuting critical pairs and a g O L . At almost every turn in the
 .analysis of this situation we are confronted by the groups 3M , Aut M ,22 22
and S . Finally we show that in a counterexample to Theorem 5.2 we must5
have b s 3, and it is the final elimination of this configuration that
completes the proof of the theorem.
In Section 6 Lemma 3.10 can be applied again to show that if L rQ g Lt t
 G:and d is a neighbor of t in G, then V [ Z contains two noncentralt dt
L -chief factors. This enables us once again to prove, in Lemma 6.7, thatt
 .  n. U  .so long as b G 3 L rQ ( L 2 or S and more that F L rQ rt t 2 5 a a
 U  ..Z F L rQ ( M . The work in this section is then to demonstratea a 22
that the amalgams involving S do not exist. This done we quickly extract5
Theorem 6.2.
 .Thus, by the end of Section 6 we have shown that if a , a 9 g C is a
commuting critical pair then b s 1 and L rQ g S . In Section 7 wea a
pursue this configuration relentlessly, eventually concluding see Theorem
.  . U7.2 that G, P , P , B is one of the amalgams A ]A or A . Two facts of1 2 1 8 8
importance in this section are that in a sporadic simple group H with
  ..  4Sylow 2-subgroup S, V Z S has order 2 or H g J , Fi and an odd1 1 23
order automorphism of S has order dividing 3 or H ( J . These two facts1
w xare proven in Lemma 2.22 and PR4 and are used, in conjunction with
bounds on the 2-rank of S, to prove in Lemma 7.10 that, if b s 1, then
 .  .  .  .  .L rQ ( SU 2 , U 2 , Sz 2 , L 2 , or S . When L rQ ( SU 2 ,a 9 a 9 3 3 2 5 a 9 a 9 3
 .  .  .  .U 2 , Sz 2 , or L 2 we find, in Lemma 7.11, that Z is an FF q 1 -3 2 a
U  .  4 module for L rQ and F L rQ rQ g M , M , M see below fora a a a a 22 23 24
 . .the definition of an FF q 1 -module . The next three lemmas show that,
 .if L rQ \ S , then L rQ ( L 2 and Proposition 7.15 reveals thea 9 a 9 5 a 9 a 9 2
amalgams A ]A . We then move on to the L rQ ( S case. In Lemma1 7 a 9 a 9 5
7.16 we apply Theorem B again to show that a maximal subgroup of La 9
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containing a Sylow 2-subgroup normalizes Q ; this foreshadows the ``pulleda
apart'' configuration mentioned earlier. Finally in Lemma 7.17 we unveil
our last two amalgams A and AU.8 8
In our last section, Section 8, we complete the proofs of Theorems A
and B.
w x w xOur group theoretic notation is standard as given in either Gor , Hu ,
w x  n.or Suz , with the following additions. We use E p to denote the
elementary abelian group of order pn. If H is a group acting on another
group X, then the number of noncentral chief factors that H induces on
 .an H-chief series in X is denoted by h H, X . For H a group we write
 .  .   .  .m H for the 2-rank of H, A H s A F H ¬ F A s 1 and m A s
 .4  .   .:m H , and J H s A H is the elementary abelian version of the
 .Thompson subgroup. If V is a nontrivial GF 2 H-module and A is a
w x w xsubgroup of H with V, A, A s 0 and V, A / 0, then we say A acts
<  .  . <quadratically on V. If AC V rC V G 4, then A is called a quadraticH H
subgroup and V is called a quadratic module for H. Assume that A acts
 . w  .xquadratically on the GF 2 H-module V; if, furthermore, 1 / V : C AV
<  .  . < F AC V rC V , then V is called an FF-module for H failure ofH H
. <  .  . <factorisation module . While if AC V rC V is elementary abelian,H H
w  .x <  .though not necessarily quadratic, and 1 / V : C A F 2 AC V rV H
 . <  .C V , then V is called an FF q 1 -module for H. If V is an FF-moduleH
  .. w  .x <  .respectively, FF q 1 and A satisfies 1 / V : C A F AC V rV H
 . <  w  .x <  .  . <.C V respectively, 1 / V : C A F 2 AC V rC V , then A isH V H H
  . .called an offending respectively, an FF q 1 offending subgroup. For a
particular sporadic simple group we use the Atlas names for conjugacy
classes.
 .2. GF 2 -REPRESENTATIONS
This section gathers together and proves results about the structure and
 .GF 2 -representation of the elements of L j S . Our first theorem is from
w xMS , given in a shortened form. We recommend that the reader, while
reading this section, have a copy of this article as well as a copy of the atlas
w xA to hand.
w xTHEOREM 2.1 MS, Theorems 1 and 3 . Suppose that H g S is a faithful
 <irreducible quadratic module for H. Set G s F F is a quadratic subgroup of
:H . Then
 .i G ( M and dim V s 10;12 G F 2.
 .  .ii G ( Aut M and dim V s 10;12 G F 2.
 .  .iii G ( Aut M and dim V s 10;22 G F 2.
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 .iv G ( 3M and dim V s 12;22 G F 2.
 .v G ( M and dim V s 11;24 G F 2.
 .vi G ( J and dim V s 12;2 G F 2.
 .vii G ( Co and dim V s 24;1 G F 2.
 .viii G ( Co and dim V s 22;2 G F 2.
 .ix G ( 3Suz and dim V s 24.G F 2.
The structure of the above mentioned quadratic modules will be re-
vealed more fully later in this section.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that G g S . Then an upper bound for the 2-rank,
  X  X...m s m Aut G rZ G is as indicated in the following table:
X X X X X X .  .  .G rZ G m G rZ G m G rZ G m
M 2 McL 4 Co 1111 1
M 4 Ly 4 Fi 1012 22
M 5 HS 5 Fi 1122 23
XM 4 He 6 Fi 1223 24
M 6 Suz 6 HN 624
J 3 Ru 6 Th 51
XJ 4 O N 4 B 222
J 4 Co 4 M 243 3
J 11 Co 104 2
w xProof. See A, Table 11.2 .
Later in this section we shall need to draw on properties of the following
 .``small'' GF 2 -modules which we now describe. Recall that A , respec-6
tively, S contains two conjugacy classes of subgroups isomorphic to A ,6 5
respectively, S . Thus A and S possess two nonisomorphic permutation5 6 6
modules of dimension 6, each of which contains a composition factor of
dimension 4. In either case we call the four-dimensional module arising in
w xthis way a natural A , respectively, S module; see LPR for further6 6
details. Properties of the six-dimensional irreducible modules for 3 A and6
w x3S may be gleaned from R . For A and A , the permutation module is6 7 8
 .the six-dimensional composition factor of the seven- respectively, 8-
dimensional permutation module. By the four-dimensional natural A -8
module we mean either the module or its dual obtained via the isomor-
 .phism A ( GL 2 . The relevant calculations for these A - and A -mod-8 4 7 8
ules are omitted and left to the reader.
 .We now turn to examine the irreducible GF 2 S -modules. Recall that5
 .  w x.S has three nonisomorphic modules over GF 2 by HB, 3.11 : the trivial5
module, the natural module, and the orthogonal module. Both the natural
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 .module and the orthogonal module are four-dimensional over GF 2 . The
 .natural module arises from the natural two-dimensional GF 4 -module for
 .  .L 4 ( A viewed as a GF 2 -module with the transpositions from G2 5
 .induced field automorphisms of GF 4 . The orthogonal module is the
y .``natural'' module obtained from the isomorphism S ( GO 2 ; however,5 4
for calculations it is usually best to consider it as the space spanned by the
vectors of even weight in the five-dimensional permutation module. We
observe that the orthogonal module remains irreducible on restriction to
 .  .A ( L 4 , this restricted module is not isomorphic to a natural L 4 -5 2 2
 .module, rather it is projective and can be identified with the L 42
 .Steinberg module, and we will call it the orthogonal L 4 -module. The2
next result is well known and may be verified by straightforward calcula-
tions.
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that G ( S and set H s GX. Assume that V is a5
 .  .nontri¨ ial irreducible GF 2 G-module, S g Syl G , F s S l H, F is the2 1 2
fours subgroup of S not in H, C ( C F S, and t is an in¨olution in S. Then4
 . <  . <i C S s 2;V
 . w  .xii if t g H, then V : C t s 4;V
 . w  .xiii if V : C t s 2, then V is an orthogonal module and t f H;V
 .  . w x  . w xiv C S F V, t and C t / V, S for all in¨olutions t in G;V V
 .v if V is an orthogonal module, then
 . w x  . w x  2 .a V, F s C F s V, S; 2 ( E 2 ;2 V 2
 . w x w x w x  3.  .  .b V, S s V, F s V, C ( E 2 and C S s C F s1 V V 1
w x w x  .V, F ; 2 s V, S; 3 ( E 2 ;1
 .   ..  .c C C S s N F ( S ;G V G 1 4
 . w x.d C V, F s F ;G 2 2
 . w x w g x w xe if g g G and V, F l V, F / 0, then either V, F s2 2 2
w g x g  g:  .  g .V, F and F s F , or F , F ( S and C F l C F s2 2 2 2 2 4 V 2 V 2
 g:.C F , F ;V 2 2
 .f the elements of order 3 in G ha¨e two-dimensional fixed point
space on V;
 .vi if V is a natural module, then
 .  . w x w x  2 .a C F s V, F s V, S; 2 ( E 2 ;V 1 1
 . w x w x w x  3.  .  .b V, S s V, F s V, C ( E 2 and C S s C F s2 V V 2
w x w x  .V, F ; 2 s V, S; 3 ( E 2 ;2
 .   ..  .c C C s s N F s S;G V G 2
 . w x.d C V, F s F ;G 1 1
 . w x w g x w x w g xe if g g G, then V, F s V, F or V, F l V, F s 0;1 1 1 1
 .f G operates transiti¨ ely on the nonzero ¨ectors of V and the
elements of order 3 in G act fixed point freely on V a;
 . w x  .g for all 1 / X F S, V, X G C S .V
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 2 .  .LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that G ( S , E 2 ( F F S g Syl G , V is a5 2
 .  . w x  G:GF 2 S -module, with h G, V s 1 and V, F, F s 0. If V s Z , where5
 . < < 2  .Z F C F is S-in¨ariant, then either Z F 2 or Z l C G / 0.V V
< < 3  .Proof. Supposing that Z G 2 and Z l C G s 0 we derive a con-V
 .tradiction. Then without loss of generality we may assume that C G s 0.V
 .Let V be a minimal G-invariant subspace of V. Since h G, V s 1 and0
 G: < < 4  g:V s Z , V s ZV and V s 2 . Choose g g G, such that F, F G0 0
2 .  .  . w  .x 2O G . From Lemma 2.3 v and vi , V : C F s 2 and hence0 V0
w  .x 2 <  . < 3  2 ..V : C F s 2 with C F G 2 . But this then forces C O G / 0,V V V
 .whence C G / 0, a contradiction.V
Our next lemma is useful for providing quadratically acting subgroups.
 .LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that V is a faithful GF 2 G-module and suppose
that 1 / E is a quadratically acting subgroup of G.
 .   ..  :i If t g C VrC E _ E is an in¨olution, then E, t is aC E . VG
quadratic subgroup of G.
 .ii If F is a maximal quadratically acting subgroup of G and T G
  .. w x w xV C F ) F, then V, F, T / 0 and V, T , F / 0.1 T
 . w x  . w xProof. i By assumption V, t F C E , and so V, t, E s 0. SinceV
w x w xwe also have t, E, V s 0, the three subgroup lemma gives V, E, t s 0
and thus
w x w xV , t V , E F C t l C E . .  .V V
 < : < .  .Hence noting that E, t G 4 i follows.
 .Now suppose F is maximal and choose t g C F _ F an involution. IfT
w x w x w xV, F, T s 0, then V, F, t s 0 whence, using F, t, V s 0 and the three
w x   ..subgroup lemma, t, V, F s 0. So t g C VrC F _ F and now partC F . VG
 . w xi contradicts the maximality of F. Thus V, F, T / 0 and a similar
w xargument gives V, T , F / 0.
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that G is a finite group which contains a subgroup
H ( A in which the distinct conjugacy classes of elements of order 3 in H are6
 .fused in G. If t g H is an in¨olution and V is a GF 2 G-module with
 .  . w  .x 4C V F O G , then V : C t G 2 .G V
Proof. Suppose that G, H, t, and V are as in the statement of the
 .lemma. Furthermore, assume that h H, V s 1 and that this noncentral
 .H-chief factor is a natural GF 2 H-module. Then the different classes of
elements of order 3 in H have different commutator sizes on the module
V. Thus, since the elements of order 3 in H are fused in G, we have a
 .contradiction. Hence either h H, V s 1 and the noncentral chief factor is
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 .  .not a natural GF 2 H-module or h H, V G 2. Using the fact that the
 .  .centralizer in a four-dimensional respectively, 16-dimensional GF 2 A -6
module of an involution in A is two-dimensional respectively, eight-di-6
.mensional , we deduce that Lemma 2.6 holds.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose that G g S is not perfect and that V is a
 .  .  . XGF 2 G-module with C V F O G . If t g G_G is an in¨olution, thenG
w  .x 4V: C t G 2 or V is a quadratic module for G and t is contained in aV
quadratic fours group on V.
Proof. Suppose that G, t, and V are as in the statement of the
w  .x 3proposition and suppose that V : C t F 2 ; we will show that V is aV
X w xquadratic module for G. Since t is an involution in G_G and, by A ,
w X x  .  .  : w x <  . < 4X XG : G s 2, C t s C t = t . Now, by A , either C t G 2 or2G G G
 .  .  .  .  X .GrO G ( Aut M and C t ( S = 2, or GrO G ( Aut O N and12 G 5
 .  .   ..  .C t ( J = 2. Thus, as C t rC VrC t must embed into GL 2 ,G 1 G C  t . V 3G
<   .. <  .we have in all cases that C VrC t / 1; therefore, Lemma 2.5 i2XC  t . VG
gives the result.
 .PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose that G g S and that V is a GF 2 G-module
 .  . X w  .x 4with C V F O G . If t g G is an in¨olution, then either V : C t G 2 ,G V
or V is a quadratic module for GX and t is contained in a quadratic fours group
on V.
w  .x 3 U  .  .Proof. We suppose that V : C t F 2 and put L s F G rO GV
  ..  .  .and K s C VrC t . Then C t rK embeds in GL 2 . We seek toC  t . V G 3G
show that V must be a quadratic module for GX. Observe that this will
 .   ..follow from Lemma 2.5 i whenever we have m C t G 4. If L contains aL
w xsubgroup H such that L : H is odd and H contains a normal elementary
abelian 2-subgroup of rank greater than or equal to 5, then it follows that
  ..   ..m C t G 4. Hence we deduce that m C t G 4 when L is isomorphicL L
X to one of M , He, Co , Fi , Th, Fi , Co , J , Fi , B, M where H is, re-24 2 22 23 1 4 24
6 6 10  . 10 5.  . 11.spectively, 2 : 3S , 2 : 3S , 2 : Aut M , 2 : M , 2 L 2 , 2 M ,6 6 22 22 5 23
11 10  . 11. 9 16  . 10q16. q  ..2 : M , 2 : L 2 , 2 M , 2 .2 .S 2 , 2 O 2 . If L is isomorphic24 5 24 8 10
to one of J , HS, Ru, Suz, Co , HN, then L has two conjugacy classes of2 3
  ..involutions one of which is not a 2-central class. Since m C s G 4 for aL
non-2-central involution s by virtue, respectively, of the following sub-
2 2 2  . 2  . 6.  ..groups: 2 = A , 2 = A 2 , 2 = Sz 8 , 2 = L 4 , 2 = M , 2 U 2 , again5 6 3 12 4
  ..we get m C t G 4. If L is isomorphic to one of M , M , J , McL, Ly,L 22 23 3
  ..then L has just one conjugacy class of involutions and, therefore, m C tL
 4 4G 4 because, respectively, of the following subgroups: 2 : A , 2 :6
4  . 4 ?  ..A , 2 : 3 = A , 2 : A , 3 Aut McL .7 5 7
It remains to examine the possibilities M , M , J , and O'N. For L11 12 1
 .  .isomorphic to M with t g 2 A , J , O'N we have, respectively, C t (12 1 L
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?  .  .  .2 = S , 2 = A , 4 L 4 : 2. Since C t rK embeds in GL 2 , Lemma 2.55 5 3 G 3
applies to give that V is a quadratic module. Finally when L ( M or M11 12
 . w  .x 4with t g 2 B we may appeal to Lemma 2.6 and obtain V : C t G 2 ,V
w  .x 3contrary to our assumption V : C t F 2 .V
This completes the verification of Proposition 2.8.
 .PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose that G ( M or Aut M and that V is a12 12
nontri¨ ial irreducible quadratic module for G with F a maximal quadratic
< < w  .x 4subgroup of G. Then F s 4, V : C t G 2 for all in¨olutions t in F andV
w  .x 5V : C F G 2 .V
w  .  .xProof. From MS, Theorem 2 a , b , there are two possibilities for F.
< < XIn both cases F s 4. We consider first the case when F F G . Then, by
w x w xMS and A , the involutions are all of class 2 B. Thus Lemma 2.6 applies
w  .x 4  .and we have, for all involutions of t g F, V : C t G 2 . Now if C t sV V
 .  .   .  .: XC F , then C F is invariant under N F , C t G G , which is aV V G G
contradiction. Thus the proposition holds in this case. Now suppose that
X w x w x XF g G . Then, by MS, Theorem 2 and A , the involutions in F _G are
 .both of class 2C and invert an element of order 11 in an L 11 subgroup2
 . X w  .x 5of M . Thus as dim V s 10 for t g F _G , V : C t G 2 and so12 G F 2. V
w  .x 5 XV : C F G 2 . So it remains to consider the case when t g F l G .V
 . w  .x 3XThen t g 2 A and C t ( 2 = S . If V : C t F 2 , then PropositionG 5 V
2.8 yields that GX contains a quadratic fours group which contains a 2 A
w  .x w  .x 4involution, contrary to MS, Theorem 2 a . Therefore, V : C t G 2 ,V
and we have the proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose that G ( M and that V is a nontri¨ ial24
irreducible quadratic module for G with F a maximal quadratic subgroup of G.
Then
 . < <i F s 4;
 . w  .x 4ii if t is an in¨olution of class 2 A in G, then V : C t s 2 ;V
 . w  .x 5iii if t is an in¨olution of class 2 B in G, then V : C t s 2 ;V
 . w  .x 5iv V : C F G 2 .V
 . w xProof. That i holds is straight from MS, Theorem 2 . Since V ( 11 or
 .  .  .11, it suffices to prove ii and iii for V ( 11 the Todd module . Now
 .suppose that t is an involution in G of class 2 A. Then C t (G
1q 3q3. 4 .2 : L 2 is a maximal subgroup of H ( 2 : A and we may assume3 8
 . w xwithout loss of generality that t g O H . From MS, Lemma 3.5 ,2
  ..  .dim C O H s 6 and the chief factors of C t in V have dimen-G F 2. V 2 G
 .sions 3, 3, 3, 1, and 1. Also VrC t contains at least one central chiefV
 . w x   . . w x  .factor. Using VrC t ( V, t as C t -modules and V, t F C tV G V
w  .x w  .x 4we conclude that either V : C t s 2 or V : C t s 2 . The formerV V
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 .possibility, as O H is generated involutions of class 2 A, yields2
w   ..x 4   .. w  .xV : C O H F 2 against dim C O H s 6. Thus V : C tV 2 G F 2. V 2 V
4  .s 2 , proving part ii .
w  .x 4Now suppose that t is of class 2 B and suppose that V : C t F 2 .V
 . 1q1q4. 6    .. 1q1q4.Then, because C t ( 2 : S F 2 : 3S here O C t ( 2G 5 6 2 G
 .X 2  ..   ...is a uniserial S -module and C t s O C t G O C t either5 G G 2 G
ww x 2  ..x <w x < 4V, t , O C t s 0, or V, t s 2 and, as a module, is irreducible forG
 .   .. ww xC t rO C t ( S . Thus in either case we observe that V, t ,G 2 G 5
  ..x ww   ..x xO C t s 0. Hence, by the three subgroup lemma, V, O C t , t2 G 2 G
   ... 6 ww   ..xs 0. So closing under N O C t ( 2 : 3S , we get V, O C t ,G 2 G 6 2 G
  ..x  . w  .x 5O C t s 0, which is contrary to part i . Thus we have V : C t G 22 G V
 .and hence equality, as dim V s 11. This completes iii .G F 2.
 . w  .x 4Now suppose that iv is false. Then V : C F F 2 and, using partsV
 .  . a  .  .ii and iii , if t g F , then C t s C F has codimension 4 and t is ofV V
w x  . 2.1q2.2q1.2 .class 2 A. But then, by MS, Theorem 2 , N F s 2 S = S , soG 3 3
 .   .  .:C F is invariant under C t , N F s G, which is absurd.V G G
 .PROPOSITION 2.11. Suppose that G ( Aut M and that V is a nontri¨ -22
ial irreducible quadratic module for G with F a maximal quadratic subgroup of
G. Then
 . < <i F s 4;
 . X Xii F g G and the elements of F _G are of class 2 B;
 . X w  .x 4iii for t g F l G , V : C t s 2 ;V
 . X w  .x 3iv for t g F _G , V : C t s 2 ;V
 .  . w x <w x < w U  .x 4 5 v C F s V, F and V, F s V : C ) F s 2 or 2 bothV V
.occur! ;
 .   .. w x.vi C C F s C V, F s F;G V G
 .  .  .a w xvii if S g Syl G and z g Z S , then V, S, S, z / 0.2
w x w x  .  .Proof. Using MS, Theorem 2 and A we have i and ii . Now let
w  .x 4 w  .xt g F l G9. Then Lemma 2.6 applies and so V : C t G 2 . If V : C tV V
5  . w x   . .   . w x.s 2 , then C t s V, t and h C t , V s 2 ? h C t , V, t s 2 or 4;V G G
w  . x   . .however, MS, Theorems 2 c and 3 indicate that h C t , V s 3, whichG
 .is a contradiction. Therefore, iii holds. Next, if t g F _G9, then P s
 .  3  .. w  .xC t ( 2 = 2 L 2 and MS, Lemma 3.3 b describes the restriction ofG 3
 . w x  .V to P. Because VrC t ( V, t as a GF 2 P-module, we deduce thatV
 .iv holds.
 .  . XNow we embark on a proof of v ; by iii , we have, for x g F l G ,
6 w x w x 4E 2 ( C x G C F G V , F G V , x ( E 2 . .  .  .  .V V
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 . w x  5. w  .xIf C F s V, F ( E 2 , then as, by MS, Theorem 2 c , F is nor-V
 .   . .malized by C x and h C x , V is even, we reach the same contradic-G G
 .  .  .tion as in part iii . Hence, if v is false then we must have C x sV
 .  6. w x w x  4.C F ( E 2 and V, x s V, F ( E 2 . Let t and t be the distinctV 1 2
X  .  .elements of F _G , C s C t and C s C t . Then C l C is a1 G 1 2 G 2 1 2
1q1q2 w xmaximal subgroup of both C and C of shape 2 S . Now, V, F s1 2 4
w xw x  .  .  . <w x < 4V, t V, t and C F s C t l C t , so, because V, F s 2 s1 2 V V 1 V 2
w  .x <w x w x < w  .  .x 2V : C F , V, t l V, t s V : C t C t s 2 . However, C l CV 1 2 V 1 V 2 1 2
w x w x  .  .normalizes both V, t l V, t and C t C t , this then contradicts1 2 V 1 V 2
 . w x  .  .the fact that VrC t ( V, t as a C t -module; therefore, v holds.V 1 1 G 1
w x. X w xSet E s C V, F , and let t g F _G . Then clearly V, t is centralizedG
w x  .by E. From A , C t is a maximal subgroup of G and so is the stabilizerG
w x  .   . w x.in G of V, t . Thus E F C t . Further, h C t , V, t s 1 then forcesG G
  ..  4. w xE F O C t ( E 2 . Therefore E is elementary abelian and E, F s 12 G
 .whence part vi now follows from Lemma 2.5 and the maximality of F.
 .  .a w xFinally, assume that S g Syl G , z g Z S , and V, S, S, z s 0. Then2
w x wthe three subgroup lemma implies that V, S, z, S s 0. Using MS, Lemma
 .x  . < w x < <  . <3.3 b and dualizing we observe that Vr V, S s 2 s C S , whichV
w  .x 2  .  .  .implies V : C z F 2 , contrary to iii and iv . Thus vii holds.V
PROPOSITION 2.12. Suppose that G ( 3M and that V is a faithful22
 .nontri¨ ial irreducible quadratic module for G. Let S g Syl G , let F be a2
maximal quadratic subgroup of G, and let F be a subgroup of F of order at1
least 4. Then the following hold:
 . < < 3  . 3  . < < 4  .i F s 2 and N F ( 2 : L 2 = 3, or F s 2 and N FG 3 G
( 243 A .6
 . a w  .x 4ii for t g F , V : C t s 2 .V
 . w  .x 6  . w x   ..iii V : C F s 2 , C F s V, F , and C C F s F,V 1 V 1 1 G V 1
where F is the maximal quadratic group containing F .1
 . w xiv V, S, S, F / 0.1
 .  3.v Assume that F ( E 2 and that W is an F -in¨ariant subspace1 1
<w x < 2of V of codimension 4. Then W, F G 2 .1
 .  . < < 4 w x 2vi Suppose that W G C F , F s 2 , and V : W s 2 . ThenV
<w x < 3W, F G 2 .
 .  . < < 4vii If F F S g Syl G and F s 2 , then F eS .1 2 1
 .  .  .viii Assume that H ( 3 Aut M and U is a faithful GF 2 H-mod-22
U  .  . U  .ule which when restricted to F H is an irreducible quadratic GF 2 F H -
U  . w  .x 6module. If t is an in¨olution in H _ F H , then U : C t s 2 .U
 . w  .xProof. Part i is straight from MS, Theorem 2 d . Suppose that
t g Fa. Then, as G contains only one conjugacy class of involutions,
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w  .x 4 4V : C t G 2 follows from the structure of V restricted to 2 3 A givenV 6
w x  w  .x 2in MS, Theorem 3 using W : C s s 2 for an involution, s, in 3 AW 6
. w  .xacting on its six-dimensional irreducible module W . Now, if V : C t )V
4  .  .2 , then, since G preserves a GF 4 -structure via the action of Z G , we
w  .x 6 w xget V : C t s 2 . However, using MS, Lemma 3.4 and notation andV
 .  4choosing t g Q l Q, we find that C t is invariant under 2 3 A ,1 V 6
3  . :  .2 : L 2 = 3 s G, which is a contradiction. Hence ii is true.3
a w  .x 5Now suppose that t , t g F with t / t . If V : C F F 2 , then, as1 2 1 1 2 V 1
w  .x 4  .  .  .  .before, V : C F s 2 and C F s C t s C t by ii . But then,V 1 V 1 V 1 V 2
w x  .from A , C F is invariant underV 1
4 4 :C t , C t g 3M , 2 : 3 A , 2 S = 3 . .  .  4G 1 G 2 22 6 5
w x w  .x 6All these cases are impossible by MS, Lemma 3.4 and so V : C F G 2 .V 1
Note that
w x w x w x w xV , t V , t F V , F F V , F F C F F C F . .  .1 2 1 V V 1
 .  . w x w x  4.From part ii and the action of Z G on V, either V, t s V, t ( E 21 2
w xw x  .or V, t V, t s C F . The former possibility, just as before, is contra-1 2 V 1
w x  .  . w xdicted by MS, Lemma 3.4 . Therefore, C F s C F s V, F sV 1 V
w x w x 3  . 4V, F . By A , 2 : L 2 = 3 and 2 3 A are maximal subgroups of G and1 3 6
 .  .  .   ..so N F is the stabilizer in G of C F s C F . Hence C C F FG V V 1 G V 1
 .   ..   ..  .N F and then C C F F O N F s F, so proving part iii .G G V 1 2 G
w x  .  .Next suppose that V, S, S, F s 0. Then, because C F s C F ,1 V 1 V
w xV,S, S, F s 0, whence, as the three subgroup lemma implies that
w w xx w x w w x x w x   ..V, S, S F V, S, S , V, S, S , F s 0. Therefore S, S F C VrC FG V
 .s F. This, however, implies that the Sylow 2-subgroups of N F rF areG
 .  .abelian, which is contrary to i . Hence iv holds.
 . < < 3Now we prove v . Suppose that F s 2 , W is an F -invariant subspace1 1
<w x <  . w xof V of codimension 4, and that W, F F 2. Then, by iii , W, F has1 1
w x  .order 2; thus W, F is not a GF 4 -subspace of V. It follows that W is1
 .  . aalso not a GF 4 -subspace; in particular, W / C t for any t g F . SinceV
w x w  .x aW, F has order 2 we deduce that W : C t s 2 for any t g F . Let t ,1 W 1 1
a  .  . w  :.x 5t g F with t / t . If C t s C t , then V : C t , t F 2 ,2 1 1 2 W 1 W 2 V 1 2
 . w  .  .x 6  .which is against iii . Thus V : C t l C t s 2 and so, by iii ,W 1 W 2
 :C t l C t s C t , t s C F s C F , .  .  .  . .W 1 W 2 V 1 2 V 2 V 1
 : w  .x 2for any fours group F s t , t in F . Now since W : C F s 2 and2 1 2 1 W 1
< < 3 aF s 2 , we conclude that there exists s , s g F with s / s such that1 1 2 1 1 2
 .  .  .C s s C s , which is a contradiction. This concludes the proof of v .W 1 W 2
< < 4Now assume that F s 2 and W is a subspace of V of codimension 2
 .containing C F . Note that W is F-invariant. Suppose that, contrary toV
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 . <w x < 2 a  . w x w xvi , W, F F 2 . Then for each x g F , by ii , W, x s W, F and
 .  .  .aconsequently C x F W. Therefore, using iii , W s  C x . So WV x g F V
 .  .is preserved by the action of Z G and hence is a GF 4 -subspace. Now we
 .  .consider the two-dimensional GF 4 -space WrC F . Clearly for eachV
a  .  .  .x g F , C x rC F is a one-dimensional GF 4 -subspace. Since thereV V
 .  .  .  .are only five GF 4 1-spaces in WrC F , C x s C y for some pairV V V
a  .  .x, y g F , which of course contradicts iii . Thus vi is true.
 . < < 4Next, assume that F F S g Syl G , F s 2 , and F is not normal in1 2
s < s <  .S . Then there exists s g S with F / F . If F l F G 4, then iii1 1
 s.  .  s.   ..implies that C F l F s C F s C F and that F s C C F sV V V G V
  s.. s < < 7 < s <C C F s F , which is absurd. Therefore, since S s 2 , F l F s 2G V 1
s  .  s.  .  s.and S s FF . Hence C F l C F F C S . Because C F l F1 V V V 1 V
 8. w  s.  .x 2 w  s.  s.x <  .( E 2 and C F l F : C F s 2 s C F l F : C F , C FV V V V V
 s. < 4 <  . < 2lC F G 2 . However, C S s 2 and so we have a contradiction.V V 1
 .  .Finally assume that H s 3 Aut M and U is a faithful GF 2 H-22
U  .module which when restricted to F H is an irreducible quadratic
 . U  .GF 2 F H -module. Then, by Theorem 2.1, U has dimension 12 and, for
U  .   U  ..:  U  ..any t g H _ F H of order 2, t, Z F H ( S . Since Z F H3
w  .x 6operates fixed-point freely on U, we deduce U : C t s 2 as stated inU
 .viii . This completes the proof of Proposition 2.12.
PROPOSITION 2.13. Suppose that G ( J , Co , or 3Suz, V is a nontri¨ ial2 1
irreducible quadratic module for G, and F is a maximal quadratic subgroup of
G. Then the following hold:
 . < <i F s 4 and all the in¨olutions of F are either of class 2 A or 2 B.
 . w  .x 4ii if G ( J , then V : C t s 2 if t is of class 2 A, and2 V
w  .x 6V : C t G 2 if t is of class 2 B.V
 .iii If G ( Co , then1
 . w  .x 8a V : C t s 2 , if t is of class 2 A;V
 . w  .x 12b V : C t s 2 , if t is of class 2 B;V
 .  . w  .xc for F eS, where S g Syl G , V, C F has codimension 1 in2 S
V.
 . w  .x 8iv If G ( 3Suz, then V : C t s 2 if t is of class 2 A, andV
w  .x 6V : C t G 2 if t is of class 2 B.V
 . w  .x 5 <w x < 5v V : C F G 2 and V, F G 2 .V
w x < <Proof. By MS, Theorem 2 , F s 4 and all the involutions of F are
 . w xconjugate under the action of N F . So, by A , F contains only involu-G
 .tions of class 2 A or 2 B. This verifies i .
Suppose that t is of class 2 A. Then for G ( J , Co , or 3Suz, we have2 1
w x w  .x 4 8from MS, Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, and 3.9 , respectively, V : C t s 2 , 2 , orV
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8 w2 . Next assume that t has class 2 B. In the case that G ( J MS,2
x w  .x 6Theorem 3 implies that V : C t G 2 , for t an involution inV
 .   ..   . 1q4 .C 2 A _O C 2 A such t exist since C 2 A ( 2 : A . SinceG 2 G G ] 5
w  .x 4 w  .x 6V : C s s 2 for s of class 2 A, we deduce that V : C t G 2 for t ofV V
 .class 2 B, which proves ii .
 .Next we assume that G ( Co respectively 3Suz and that t is of class1
w  .x 11  5. w x  .  22 B with V : C t F 2 respectively, F 2 . Then, by A , C t ( 2V G
 ..   2  .. . 2  ..  . = G 4 : 2 respectively, ( 2 = SL 4 : 2 and O C t ( G 4 re-2 3 G 2
 ..  .spectively, ( SL 4 ; in particular, as the minimal nontrivial GF 2 -repre-3
 .  .sentation of G 4 is 12-dimensional and the minimal nontrivial GF 2 -2
 . 2  ..representation of SL 4 is 6-dimensional, we observe that O C t3 G
 .  :centralizes VrC t . Hence, by Lemma 2.5, t, t is quadratic for allV 1
2  .. w xinvolutions t in O C t . Thus MS, Theorem 3 implies that every1 G
 : 2  ..involution of t = O C t is of class 2 B. Now if G ( 3Suz, thenG
< : 2  .. < 7 w xt = O C t s 2 and, using the notation of MS, Theorem 3 and2G
w x   ..  : 2  ...A , Z O P l t = O C t s 1. Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of2 2 G
 . 4SL 4 is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of 2 : A , a Sylow 2-subgroup3 5
 : 2  ..of t = O C t is generated by involutions. Thus there are involutionsG
 : 2  ..  . wfrom t = 0 C t in P and not in O P . But then, using MS,G 2 2 2
x w  .x 8Theorem 3 again, V : C t G 2 , which is a contradiction. This com-V
 .pletes the proof of iv . So we now assume that G ( Co . Then since1
< 2  .. < 12 < < 10O C t s 2 and M s 2 , we may choose P a subgroup of G2 2G 24
11 2  ..  . w xwith P ( 2 M such that O C t l O P / 1. But A tells us that24 G 2
 .O P contains only involutions of class 2 A and 2C, so we have a2
 . .contradiction here as well. Hence iii b holds.
Now we suppose that F is a maximal quadratic subgroup of G and that
w  .x 4 <w x < 4  .  .  .V : C F s 2 or V, F s 2 . Then ii , iii , and iv imply that G ( JV 2
 .  .and that F contains only involutions t of class 2 A with C t s C F ,V V
w x w x  .respectively, V, t s V, F . But this then forces C F , respectively,V
w x   .  .: V, F , to be invariant under the action of C t , N F s G whereG G
a.  .t g F , which is a contradiction. Hence v holds.
 . . 11It remains to prove ii c . Select P G S with P of shape 2 M and1 1 24
 .  2 . <w x <  .Q s O P . Since E 2 ( F eS, F, Q F 2. Now Proposition 2.10 ii1 2 1 1
 .  .and iii applied to the action of P rQ on Q implies that F F Q . Thus1 1 1 1
 . w  .x w x w  .x  . .Q F C F , so V, C F G V, Q and MS, Lemma 3.7 b gives iii c .1 S S 1
 .PROPOSITION 2.14. Suppose that G ( Co , S g Syl G , and V is a2 2
nontri¨ ial irreducible quadratic module for G. Let F be a maximal quadratic
subgroup of G. Then
 . < < w  .x 6 ai F s 4 and V : C t G 2 for each t g F ;V
 . w  .xii suppose that F eS; then V, C F has codimension 1 in V.S
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w x < <Proof. From MS, Theorem 2 , F s 4 and F contains one element of
 wclass 2 A and two of class 2 B see the beginning of the proof of MS,
x. w x  . w xLemma 3.8 . Now, by MS, Theorem 3 and using VrC t ( V, t asV
 .  . 6GF 2 C t -modules, the 2 A elements have centralizer index at least 2 .G
w  .xNow assume that t is a 2 B element. We refer to MS, Lemma 3.8 b
 .  .where the restriction of V to P s C t is given wrongly :G
w xO - C Q - C Z Q - V , Z Q - V , Q - V . .  .  . .V V
4 6 44 4
 . w x  .  .Hence, as VrC t ( V, t as a GF 2 C t -module, the centralizer indexV G
8  .of an element of class 2 B is 2 , and this completes i .
10  .  .Let G G P G S with P of shape 2 Aut M and Q s O P . Since1 1 22 1 2 1
 2 . <w x < E 2 ( F eS, F, Q F 2. Now, Proposition 2.11 applied to the action1
.  .of P rQ on Q implies that F F Q . Thus Q F C F , whence1 1 1 1 1 S
w  .x w x w  .x  .V, C F G V, Q and MS, Lemma 3.8 b gives ii .S 1
For quick and easy reference, we summarize the outcome of the six
previous propositions.
 .THEOREM 2.15. Suppose that G g S , S g Syl G , and that V is a2
nontri¨ ial faithful irreducible quadratic module for G. Let F be a maximal
quadratic subgroup of G and suppose that t g FU. Then
 . < < U  . < < 3 4 U  .i F s 4, or F G ( 3M , F s 2 or 2 , and F F F G ;22
 . w  .x 5 w  .x 4  .ii V : C F G 2 and V : C t G 2 , or G ( Aut M ,V V 22
w  .x 4 w  .x 3V : C F G 2 and V : C t G 2 ;V V
 . w  .x < <iii V : C F ) F for all quadratic F / 1; in particular, V is notV 1 1 1
FF;
 . <  . < < w x < <  . <iv C S s Vr V, S s 2 or G ( 3M , J , or 3Suz and C SV 22 2 V
< w x < 2s Vr V, S s 2 ;
 .  .v For any irreducible GF 2 G-module W and any in¨olution s g G,
w  .x 4  .either W : C s G 2 or G ( Aut M , W is a quadratic module,W 22
w  .x 3W : C s s 2 , and s is contained in a quadratic fours group on W.W
 .  .Proof. Parts i and ii are a collection of the results from Theorem 2.1
< <  .  .and Propositions 2.9]2.14. While if F G 4, then iii follows from i and1
 .  .ii . Thus to complete the proof of iii we need to explore the case when
 : w  .xF s t has order 2 and V : C t s 2. Using results of Propositions1 V
2.9]2.14 we observe that t is not contained in any quadratic fours group.
<w x <Thus, because V, t s 2, Lemma 2.5 implies that t is the only involution
 .  .in C t . Hence, t is a 2-central involution and S g Syl G is either cyclicG 2
or generalized quaternion. This is not the case for any group in S .
 .Therefore, iii holds.
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 . w . xNext, iv follows from MS, part b of Lemmas 3.2]3.9 .
 .Finally, Propositions 2.7 and 2.8 together with part ii and Proposition
 .  .2.11 iv give v .
 .PROPOSITION 2.16. Suppose that G g S , S g Syl G , M is a maximal2
  ..  .subgroup of S, z g V Z M , and V is a nontri¨ ial irreducible GF 2 G-1
w x  . w x  .module. Then V, M, z / 0. In particular, we ha¨e i V, S, z / 0 and ii
w xV, S, t / 0 for all in¨olutions t g G.
Proof. Let G, S, M, and z be as in the statement of the proposition
w xand assume that V, M, z s 0. Suppose that t g M is an involution of M
 .  :other than z. Then, by Lemma 2.5 i , F s t, z is quadratic on V.
w xMoreover, using the three subgroup lemma, we have V, z, M s 0 and so
w x  .  .V, z F C M . Now S acts as an involution on C M and thus, employ-V V
 .ing Theorem 2.15 iv ,
3w xV , z F C M F 2 C S F 2 . .  .V V
 .  .  .Then G ( Aut M by Theorem 2.15 ii . Now Theorem 2.15 iv gives22
<  . < <w x < 2C S s 2, which gives the untenable V, z F 2 . Hence we concludeV
 .that M contains no involutions other than z, so z g Z S . Therefore, M is
 .cyclic or generalized quaternion. Moreover, this also yields m S F 2.
w xUsing A we get that G ( M and M ( Q . Now M contains one class11 8 11
of elements of order 2 and one class of elements of order 4. Further M11
has a subgroup isomorphic to a Frobenius group of order 20. Now choose
x of order 4 in M and let Y ( C be normalized by x. We have x 2 s z and5
w 2 x w x w x  2 .V, x , x F V, z, M s 0. By MS, Lemma 1.4 C x / 1, which contra-Y
w xdicts the structure of the Frobenius group. Hence V, M, z / 0. Statement
 .i now follows immediately.
 . w x  :For part ii , suppose that V, S, t s 0 and put T s t . Then we have
 .   ..  .    ..:from i that T l V Z S s 1; thus, by Lemma 2.5 ii , T , V Z S1 1
acts quadratically on V. In particular, V is a quadratic G-module. But then
 . w w xx 2 w  .x 2Lemma 2.15 iv implies that V : V, S F 2 and so V : C T F 2 ,V
 .which is at odds with Lemma 2.15 v .
LEMMA 2.17. Suppose that G ( J or Fi , t is an in¨olution in G, and V1 23
 .is a nontri¨ ial GF 2 G-module.
 . w  .x 9i If G ( J , then dim V G 18 and V : C t G 2 .1 G F 2. V
 . w  .x 54ii If G ( Fi , then either t is of class 2 A and V : C t G 2 or23 V
w  .x 14V : C t G 2 .V
Proof. Suppose first that G ( J . Then, as there is exactly one class of1
 .involutions in G and an element of order 19 is inverted, i holds.
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Assume now that G ( Fi , t is of class 2 A, t is of class 2 B or 2C, and23 1
 .  . 2  ..   .  ..S g Syl G . Then C t s O C t ( 2 Fi . If h C t , VrC t s 0,2 G G 22 G V
w  .x  .  .then V, C t F C t . Hence, using Lemma 2.5 i and the fact thatG V
 .  :C t _ t contains involutions we have a contradiction to Theorem 2.1.G
  .  ..  .Therefore, h C t , VrC t G 1. This makes VrC t into a nontrivialG V V
 .GF 2 Fi -module and, as Fi contains an extraspecial 3-subgroup of22 22
7 w x w  .x 2.33 54order 3 , A, 7.1 implies that V : C t G 2 s 2 . Now, without lossV
  ..  2 .of generality we may assume that t g V Z S ( E 2 and so in H s1 1
 .  :  .C t r t ( Fi , t projects to an involution s of class 2 B with C s (G 22 1 H
 1 1q8  ..  .2 = 2 : U 2 : 2. Assume that W is a nontrivial GF 2 H-module. Set4
2  .. w xX [ O C 2 . Then using the Atlas and Lemma 2.2, H : X F 4,H
<  . < 9   :.  .  :O X G 2 , and m Sr t s 10. Therefore, O X _ s contains invo-2 2
 .  .lutions. From Lemma 2.5 i and Theorem 2.1 we see that O X does not2
 .  .centralize W [ WrC s and arguing as above we get h X, W G 1. ThusW
 w  .x.  w  .x.at least one of h X, W, O X G 1 or h X, Wr W, O X G 1 holds.2 2
Hence, as X contains an extraspecial 3-subgroup of order 33 we get from
2.3 6 6w x < w  .x < <w  .x <A, 7.1 that either Wr W, O X G 2 s 2 or W, O X G 2 . Thus2 2
7w  .x w  .xas W ) W, O X G 0, W : C s G 2 . Using this fact in tandem with2 W
  . . w  .x 14  .h C t , V G 2 gives V : C t G 2 and the proof of ii is complete.G V 1
The following three lemmas are deployed in Section 7 to help analyse
the b s 1 case.
 .LEMMA 2.18. Suppose that G g S , S g Syl G , 1 / A F S, and V is a2
 .  .faithful irreducible GF 2 G-module. If V is an FF q 1 -module with offend-
w  .x < <ing elementary abelian 2-subgroup A, then V : C A s 2 A and the pairV
 .  .  .  .  .G, V is one of M , Todd , M , Golay code , M , Todd , M , Todd ,24 24 23 22
  . .   . .Aut M , Todd , or Aut M , Golay code . Furthermore, we also ha¨e22 22
the following:
 . 6 6  . .i Suppose that G ( M and put P ; 2 3S , P ; 2 L 2 = S ,24 1 6 2 3 3
4  .  .P ; 2 A , and Q s O P , i s 1, 2, 3. Then a V is the Todd module and3 8 i 2 i
 G4  .  G4A g Q or b V is the Golay code module and A g Q .3 1
 . 4  .ii Suppose that G ( M and put P ; 2 A and Q s O P . Then23 7 2
 G4A g Q .
 .  . 4 4q1iii Suppose that G ( Aut M and put P ; 2 S , P ; 2 S ,22 1 6 2 5
 .  .and Q s O P , i s 1, 2. Then either a V is the Todd module andi 2 i
 G4  .  G4A g Q or b V is the Golay code module and A g Q .1 2
w x U  . w  .xProof. By A, Theorem 1 , F G ( M , M , or M and V : C A22 23 24 V
< < w x  .s 2 A , while A, 11.4 and 11.5 implies that G, V is isomorphic to one of
the pairs listed in the statement of the lemma. Suppose first that G ( M .24
Then V is either the Todd module or the Golay code module. In particu-
lar, V is a quadratic G-module and so Proposition 2.10 applies. Suppose
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w  .x < <that A is an FF q 1 offender. From V : C A s 2 A and PropositionV
 .  . < < 3 < < 3 w  .x 42.10 ii and iii , A G 2 . If A s 2 , then V : C A s 2 which, usingV
 .  .  .  . aProposition 2.10 ii and iii , implies that C A s C t for all t g A .V V
But then A acts quadratically on V, contradicting Proposition 2.10 and so
< < 3 < <  4 5 64A / 2 . Thus by Lemma 2.2, A g 2 , 2 , 2 .
< < 4  . .Assuming that A s 2 we aim to show that i a holds. Thus assume
 G4that A f Q . Suppose that A contains only 2 B elements. Then Proposi-3
 .  .  . ation 2.10 iii implies that C A s C t for all t g A and so A is aV V
 .quadratic subgroup of G, which is against Proposition 2.10 i . Therefore,
we may assume that t g Aa is a 2 A element. So after replacing A and S
 .by conjugates if necessary we may assume that Z [ Z S F A F S; in
 .particular, A l Q / 1 / A l Q . Employing Proposition 2.10 ii we see3 1
w  .  .xthat C Z : C A s 2 and soV V
 . w  .  .x2.18.1 C Q : C A F 2 for i s 1, 3.V i C Q .V i
w x  .If V is the Todd module, then, by MS, Lemma 3.5 , C Q is isomorphicV 3
to the six-dimensional A permutation module, which does not admit8
 .transvections. Therefore, as A g Q , 2.18.1 implies that V is the Golay3
w x  .code module. Thus, by MS, Lemma 3.5 , C Q is isomorphic to a naturalV 1
 . < < < < 3S -module. So, again using 2.18.1 , AQ rQ F 2 and A l Q G 2 .6 1 1 1
 .  .Now, if A l Q contains a 2 B element t then we have C Q F C t s1 V 1 V
 .C A and we get A F Q . Assuming that A l Q contains a fours groupV 1 1
 .  .E which contains only 2 A elements we either get C Q F C E sV 1 V
 .  .  . aC A and A F Q , or C E s C e for each e g E . In the latterV 1 V V
w  .x 4case E is quadratic and V : C E s 2 , which is against PropositionV
 .  .2.10 iv . Therefore we infer that A F Q . Set P s C Z and Q s1 0 G 0
 .   .. w  .  .xO P . Now, h P , C Z s 2, and so C Z : C A s 2 implies that2 0 0 V V V
 . 9A F Q . Then A s Q l Q and C A is invariant under P l P ; 2 S .0 1 0 V 1 0 3
 .  .If A contains a 2 B element t then C A s C t is invariant underV V
 . 6  .C t ; 2 S as well, which forces C A to be invariant under P , whichP 5 V 11 w xis against MS, Lemma 3.5 . Hence A contains only 2 A elements. So
 .   ..  . a2.18.2 A s Q l O C t is normal in C t l P for all t g A .1 2 G G 1
 .With the help of 2.18.2 we can now deduce a contradiction. We know
that P l P ; 29S is a maximal subgroup of P . Thus, as A is not1 0 3 1
 .  . anormal in P , 2.18.2 implies C t l P s P l P for all t g A ; but1 G 1 1 0
 .then A F Z S , which is absurd. With this contradiction we conclude that
 G4  . . w xA g Q and i a holds by MS, Lemma 3.5 .3
< < 5Next assuming that A s 2 , we aim for a contradiction. Evidently
A g Q and A l Q / 1. As Qa contains only 2 A elements we may3 3 3
< < 2assume A G Z. Suppose first that V is the Todd module. If A l Q G 2 ,3
then we select a fours group E F A l Q and as above we find that3
w  .x 5 w  .  .x w  .V : C E G 2 . But then C E : C A F 2 and so C Q :V V V V 3
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 .xC A F 2, which again forces A to act as a transvection on theC Q .V 3
six-dimensional A permutation module, which is absurd. Thus A l Q s8 3
< < 4Z and AQ rQ s 2 , and in this case calculation on the six-dimensional3 3
 . 2A permutation module shows that C A has order 2 , a fact which is8 C Q .V 3
w  .  .x 2 w  .  .xat variance with C Z : C A s 2 , which forces C Q : C AV V V 3 C Q .V 3
F 22. Therefore V is the Golay code module. Because SrQ ( D = 2,1 8
< < 2  .Q l A G 2 . Then, as above, A operates as a transvection on C Q1 V 1
< < 4  .  .and so A l Q G 2 . If C A l Q ) C A , then A l Q is an1 V 1 V 1
 . .FF q 1 offender on V and by i a V is the Todd module, a fact which we
 .  .  .have disproven. Hence C Q F C A l Q s C A and so A F Q .V 1 V 1 V 1
  ..  . w xNow, h P , C Z s 2, and as VrC Z ( V, Z as P -modules the0 V V 0
 .  .noncentral chief factors in C Z are not isomorphic P rQ ( L 2 -V 0 0 3
< < 4modules. Note that A g Q as Q l Q s 2 and A F Q . Therefore,0 0 1 1
w  .  .x 2 < < < <since C Z : C A s 2 , we must have AQ rQ s 2. Thus A l QV V 0 0 0
s 24 and, because A F Q , A l Q s Q l Q . In particular, A l1 0 1 0
9  . .  .  .Q e P l P ; 2 S . Now, by i a , C A l Q s C A is invariant0 0 1 3 V 0 V
 .  P0 F P1:.  .under P l P and so C A s C A s C Q , and this is0 1 V V V 1
w x < < 5against MS, Lemma 3.5 . Thus we have show that A / 2 .
< < 6  G4  G4Lastly, for this case, assume that A s 2 . Then A g Q j Q .1 2
w x  G4  . .Using MS, Lemma 3.5 then immediately gives A g Q , and i b holds.1
Assuming that G ( M , we note that the M Todd module is the23 23
restriction of the M Todd module. Thus, any offender in M fuses in24 23
 G4  .M to a subgroup in Q . So ii holds.24 3
 . U  .Next suppose that G ( Aut M and set H s F G . As in the M22 24
 .case, V is a quadratic module for Aut M ; thus we may use Proposition22
< < 2  .2.11. If A s 2 , then as A l H / 1, Proposition 2.11 iii delivers a
 . < <contradiction. So Proposition 2.11 iv and Lemma 2.2 imply A g
 3 4 54 < < 3 22 , 2 , 2 . Assume that A s 2 . Then A s A l H has order at least 20
 .  .  . a  .and C A s C A s C t for all t g A by Proposition 2.11 iii . ButV 0 V V 0
then A is a quadratic fours group in H, which is prohibited by Proposi-0
 . < < 4tion 2.11 ii . Therefore, A G 2 .
< < 4  . .Assuming now that A s 2 , we aim to prove iii a . As H contains a
 .  .unique class of involutions 2 A we may assume that A G Z [ Z S .
Suppose first that V is the Todd module. Then Proposition 2.11 implies
w  .  .x w  .that C Z : C A s 2. Assume that A g Q . Then C Q :V V 1 V 1
 .x w x < < <C A F 2 and so, using MS, Lemma 3.3 , AQ rQ s 2 and A lC Q . 1 1V 1
< 3  .  .  .  .Q s 2 . As C A h C Q , we have C A l Q ) C A , which is1 V V 1 V 1 V
to say A l Q is an FF q 1 offender; this being already contradicted we1
 . .have a contradiction to the assertion A g Q . Hence iii a holds then V1
is the Todd module. Now assume that V is the Golay code module.
Assume that A g Q . Then as above A operates as a transvection on2
 . < <C Q , which is an orthogonal S -module. This implies that A l Q sV 2 5 2
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3  .  .2 . Again C A l Q s C A or A l Q is an FF q 1 offender, aV 2 V 2
 .  .  .situation already shown to be false. Thus C A s C A l Q G C QV V 2 V 2
 4.and hence A F Q . Set R s H l Q . Then E 2 ( R e P . If A s R ,2 2 2 2 2 2
 .  .then C R has dimension 5 and contains C Q , which is isomorphic toV 2 V 2
 .  .an orthogonal S ( P l H rR -module. But then C R splits as a5 2 2 V 2
 .  .  .P l H R -module which then gives the impossible C R s C Q .2 2 V 2 V 2
So we conclude that A / R .2
Because Q is an indecomposable P rQ -module and P rQ ( S has2 2 2 2 2 5
six Sylow 5-subgroups and ten Sylow 3-subgroups we deduce that Q _ R2 2
consists of six 2C elements and ten 2 B elements. Consequently there
 .  1q3  ..exists t g A with t of class 2 B. Put P s C t ( 2 L 2 and Q sG 3
 . w x  .  .O P . From MS, Lemma 3.3 , A / Q. By Proposition 2.11 ii and iv and2
w x   ..MS, Lemma 3.3 , h P, C t s 2 with the noncentral PrQ-chief factorsV
 . w  .  .x 2in C t being nonisomorphic. Thus, because C t : C A s 2 ,V V V
< < < < 3   ..  .AQrQ s 2 and hence A l Q s 2 . Finally, as h P, C Q s 1, C QV V
 .  .  .g C A and so C A C Q is a subspace of codimension at most 4V V V
centralized by A l Q of order 23, which has been ruled out.
< < 5Lastly assume that A s 2 . Then, as Q is not an FF-module for S ,2 5
 G4  . . w xA g Q and iii b follows using MS, Lemma 3.3 .2
 4  .LEMMA 2.19. Assume that G g M , M , S g Syl G , and W is a23 24 2
 . w xGF 2 G-module with W ) W, G s V, where V is irreducible of dimension
 .11 and C G s 0. Then G ( M , V is the Todd-module and dim WW 24 G F 2.
 .s 12. Moreo¨er, if we select P and P subgroups of G ( M containing S2 3 24
3.2  . . 4  .with P ; 2 L 2 = S and P ; 2 A and set Q s O P , i s 2, 3,2 3 3 3 8 i 2 i
w  .x 9 w  .x 5then W : C Q s 2 and W : C Q s 2 ; in particular, Q is anW 2 W 3 3
FF q 1 offender on W.
w xProof. Since V s W, G - W we can pick a G-submodule W with1
V F W F W and dim W s 12. We prove the result for W and then1 G F 2. 1 1
w xshow that W s W. Observe that by Gaschutz's theorem Hu, 17.4 andÈ1
 .  .  .C G s 0, C S s C S .W V W1
 . w xLet x g G be an element of order 23. Then W s C x [ W , x and1 W 11
 .  .  .C x _V is nonempty. Select ¨ g C x _V and put T [ Stab ¨ . ThenW W G1 1
< G4 < w x 11 < < < w x¨ s G : T F 2 s 2048. Now 23 T , so utilizing the Atlas A we see
that if G ( M , there is a unique maximal subgroup which has order23
divisible by 23 and it has index 40,320 ) 2048. Thus if G ( M , then23
 .C G / 0, a contradiction. So we deduce that G ( M . Again consultingW 241
w xA , in this case there are exactly two maximal subgroups which have order
divisible by 23. Arguing as in the last case, we find that the only possibility
is that T ( M . Let R be the maximal subgroup of T with shape 24A .23 3 7
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 .  . w  .  .xThen after conjugating if needed O R s Q . Thus C Q : C Q2 3 3 W 3 V 31
w xs 2. Hence, if V is the Golay code module, MS, Theorem 3 implies that
<  . < 2  .  .  .C Q s 2 and, as P is perfect, C Q s C P F C S , which isW 3 3 W 3 W 3 W1 1 1 1
w  .x 5a contradiction. Therefore, V is the Todd-module and W : C Q s 2 .1 W 31
 .  . w x  .Next suppose that C Q ) C Q . By MS, Lemma 3.5 , C Q is anW 2 V 2 V 21 3 . <  . < 4irreducible three-dimensional space for O P , so C Q s 2 . Now2 W 21
 3 ..  .Q Q s O O P , whence Q induces an involution on C Q and2 3 2 2 3 W 21w  . x 3 .  .C Q , Q is a O P -invariant subspace of C Q of order at most 4.W 2 3 2 V 21
 .  . w xWe conclude that C Q F C Q . Now, by MS, Lemma 3.5 again,W 2 W 31 1
 .  .  .C Q is an irreducible six-dimensional GF 2 P -module and C Q is aV 3 3 W 31
 .  .nonsplit extension of C Q as a GF 2 A -module. We claim that P hasV 3 8 3
4 4orbits of length 8 and 56, with stabilizers T s 2 A and T s 2 A =1 7 2 5
.  .  .3 : 2, on C Q _C Q . Clearly we only need to consider the action ofW 3 V 31
 .  .A on C Q _C Q . Let F F A with F a Frobenius group of order8 W 3 V 3 1 8 11
 .  .  . w x  .21. Then F F Stab ¨ for some ¨ g C Q _C Q . By A , Stab ¨1 1 1 W 3 V 3 11
is contained in a maximal subgroup of A isomorphic to either A or8 7
3  . <  .  . <  .2 L 2 . Since C Q _C Q s 64 we see that Stab ¨ ( A or3 W 3 V 3 1 713  .  .2 L 2 are the only possibilities, with the latter ruled out by C S s3 W 1
 .  .C S F V. So Stab ¨ ( A . Choosing F F A with F cyclic of orderV 1 7 2 8 2
 .  .15 a similar argument gives that Stab ¨ ( A = 3 : 2 for some ¨ g2 5 2
 .  .  3.C Q _C Q . However, recalling that Q Q rQ ( E 2 , we see thatW 3 V 3 2 3 31
 .Q Q rQ cannot be conjugate to a subgroup of either A or A = 3 : 22 3 3 7 5
  .  . ..as m A s 2 s m A = 3 : 2 . Thus we have a contradiction to our2 7 2 5
 .  . w  .x 9supposition that C Q ) C Q . Therefore W : C Q s 2 .W 2 V 2 1 W 21
Finally assume that W ) W . Then, as G is simple, WrV is a direct sum1
of trivial modules. Therefore there exists a G-submodule of dimension 12
 .with W ) V and dim W W s 13. Applying the results above to W ,2 G F 2. 1 2 2
 . w x 1 .  .we find that C Q has dimension 8. Now, by Be , H A , 6 ( GF 2W W 3 81 2
<  . < 2and so C S G 2 , a contradiction. Therefore we conclude that W sW W 11 2
W and this completes the proof of Lemma 2.19.
  ..LEMMA 2.20. Assume that G ( M respecti¨ ely, Aut M , S g22 22
 . 4  4 . 4  4q1 .Syl G , P ; 2 A respecti¨ ely, 2 S , P ; 2 S respecti¨ ely, 2 S ,2 1 6 6 2 5 5
 .  . w xQ s O P , i s 1, 2, and W is a GF 2 G-module with W ) W, G s V,i 2 i
 . w  .xwhere V is irreducible of dimension 10 and C G s 0. Then W : C QW W 1
6 w  .x 7G 2 and W : C Q G 2 . In particular, Q and Q are not FF q 1W 2 1 2
offenders on W.
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for a G-submodule W , where W1 1
has dimension 11 and W ) V. Assume first that V is the 10-dimensional1
w  .x 6  w x.Golay code module. Then V : C Q s 2 and using MS, Lemma 3.3V 2
 .  .  . C Q is an orthogonal S -module. If C Q ) C Q , then as theV 2 5 W 2 V 21
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. <  . < 2  .orthogonal S -module is projective C S G 2 and so C G ) 0, by5 V W1w xGaschutz's theorem Hu, 7.14 , which is a contradiction. Therefore,È
w  .x 7 w x w  .x 9W : C Q G 2 and, by MS, Lemma 3.3 , W : C Q G 2 . So the1 W 2 1 W 11 1
result holds in this case.
Now we assume that V is the 10-dimensional Todd module. In this case
w  .x 5  .  .  .V : C Q s 2 , again, if C Q ) C Q , then C Q is an A -V 1 W 1 V 1 W 1 61 1
 .  wmodule respectively, S -module of dimension 6 with using MS, Lemma6
x. w  . 2 .x3.3 C Q , O P of dimension 4. There are no such indecomposableW 1 11
<  . < 2P rQ -modules and so once more we obtain C S G 2 , which is again1 1 W1
w  .x 6 w xa contradiction. Hence, W : C Q s 2 and, by MS, Lemma 3.3 ,1 W 11w  .x 9W :C Q G 2 and the lemma is proven.1 W 21
To finish with the sporadic groups in this section we present two
structural lemmas.
 .LEMMA 2.21. Suppose that G g S and S g Syl G . Then one of the2
following holds:
 . <  . < Xi Aut S s 1;2
 .  .ii GrZ G ( J , J , Suz, or HN and an odd automorphism of S has2 3
order di¨ iding 3;
 .  .  .iii G ( J and Aut S ( GL 2 .1 3
w xProof. See PR4 .
 .LEMMA 2.22. Suppose that G g S and T g Syl G . Put S s T l2
2 .O G . Then one of the following holds:
 .   ..   ..i V Z T s V Z S has order 2.1 1
 . 2 . <   .. < 3ii G s O G ( J and V Z S s 2 .1 1
 . 2 . <   .. < 2iii G s O G ( Fi and V Z S s 2 .23 1
 .Proof. Clearly there is no loss in assuming that O G s 1. And as the
lemma obviously holds for J , we assume that G \ J .1 1
w xBy checking the character tables in the Atlas A , G has exactly one
conjugacy class of 2-central involutions or G ( Fi and there are three23
conjugacy classes of 2-central involutions; also we observe that in any case
2 .the 2-central involutions are in O G . Therefore in a counterexample to
 .the lemma there are involutions s and t g Z S with s and t conjugate in
 .  .G. But then s and t are already conjugate in N S and hence N S ) S.G G
Thus Lemma 2.21 implies that G ( J , J , Suz, or HN. However, in each2 3
  ..  .of these cases there exists G G K G S with C O K F O K andK 2 2
 .  1q4 1q4O K an extraspecial 2-group K being, respectively, 2 A , 2 A ,2 5 5
1q6  . 1q8 . .   ..    ...2 U 2 , 2 A = A : 2 , and this implies V Z S s V Z O K4 5 5 1 1 2
 .( E 2 , which contradicts our assumption that there are at least two
  ..involutions in V Z S . Hence Lemma 2.22 holds.1
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 .LEMMA 2.23. Let X be a finite group, p a prime, V a GF p X-module,
 .  X :  .and S g Syl X . Suppose that V s U for some subspace U of C S .p V
w x  .Then V s V, X q C X .V
w xProof. See CD, 2.5 .
 .  .LEMMA 2.24. Suppose that V is a GF 2 X-module. If H is a GF 2 -hyper-
ww x w xxplane of V, then V, t : H, t F 2 for all in¨olutions t in X.
w xProof. If V, t F H, then H is t-invariant and we are done. Otherwise
w x w x w xV s H q V, t and V, t s H, t , so Lemma 2.24 is true.
We now state some results about the rank-1 Lie-type groups over
 n.GF 2 . We begin with some details of the structure of these groups and
 .then continue with some GF 2 -module results. Thus until notified further
 .  .we assume that G g L i e even , S g Syl G , K is a complement to S in21
 .  .N S , and V is is a nontrivial GF 2 G-module.G
 .  n.Recall that a GF 2 L 2 -module V is called a natural module if2
 . 2 n w xC G s 0, dim V s 2 , and V, S, S s 0.V G F 2.
LEMMA 2.25. The following are true:
 .   . <  .4  .i G operates doubly transiti¨ e on N T T g Syl G and N S isG 2 G
a maximal subgroup of G;
 .  .ii if T g Syl G and S / T , then S l T s 1;2
 .  :iii if x is an in¨olution of G and x f S, then G s S, x ;
 .  .iv K is cyclic, Z G F K, and K normalizes exactly two Sylow 2-sub-
group of G.
w xProof. See DS, 5.1 .
 n.LEMMA 2.26. Suppose that G ( L 2 . Then2
 . < < n < < ni S is elementary abelian, S s 2 , K s 2 y 1, and K operates
 4transiti¨ ely on S_ 1 ;
 . aii if A F G is a fours group and t g A , then there exists g g G such
 g:that G s t, A .
w xProof. See DS, 5.2 .
 n.  n.LEMMA 2.27. Suppose that G ( U 2 or SU 2 . Then3 3
 .  .  .  . ni Z S s F S s V S is elementary abelian of order 2 and1
<  . < 2 nSrZ S s 2 ;
 .ii all the in¨olutions of S are conjugate;
 .  .   .  .:  n.iii if S / T g Syl G , then Z S , Z T ( SL 2 ;2 2
 . aiv if U is a fours group in G and x g U , then there exists g, h g G,
 g h:such that G s x, U , U ;
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 . <  . <  2 n .  n .  .vi KrZ G s 2 y 1 r 2 q 1, 3 and, if n G 2, then KrZ G
 .  .acts irreducibly on SrZ S and Z S .
w xProof. See DS, 5.4 and the table before 5.2 .
 n.LEMMA 2.28. Suppose that G ( Sz 2 , n ) 1. Then
 .i n is odd and 3 does not di¨ ide the order of G;
 . 2 n <  . < nii S is special of order 2 with Z S s 2 , all the in¨olutions of S
 .are contained in Z S and all the in¨olutions of G are conjugate;
 .  .   .  .:iii if S / T g Syl G , then Z S , Z T s G;2
 . < < n  . aiv K s 2 y 1 and C k s 1 for all k g K ;S
 .v if U is a fours group in G and x g U, then there exists g g G such
 g:that G s x, U .
w xProof. See DS, 5.3 and the table before 5.2 .
 .  .Recall that Sz 2 ( Frob 20 ( C : C , so the Sylow 2-subgroup S is5 4
  ..cyclic of order 4. But V Z S has order 2 and contains the involution of1
S.
w xLEMMA 2.29. Suppose that A F S and V, A, A s 0. Then A F
  .. < < <   .. < nV Z S and A F V Z S F q s 2 .1 1
Proof. Since A acts quadratically, it is elementary abelian. Thus, A F
 .   ..  .  .  .V S s V Z S by Lemmas 2.26 i , 2.27 i , and 2.28 ii .1 1
 .LEMMA 2.30. Suppose that V is a nontri¨ ial irreducible GF 2 G-module.
 .  n. < < 2 2 ni If G ( L 2 , then V G q s 2 .2
 .  n. < < 4 4 nii If G ( Sz 2 , then V G q s 2 .
 .  n.  n. < < 6 6 niii If G ( U 2 or SU 2 , then V G q s 2 .3 3
w xProof. See DS, 5.7 .
 .LEMMA 2.31. Suppose that n G 2, V is a nontri¨ ial irreducible GF 2 G-
module, and F is a fours subgroup of G with t g Fa. Then the following
statements hold:
 .  n. w  .x ni If G ( L 2 , then V : C t G 2 .2 V
 .  n.  n.  n. w  .x 2 nii If G ( Sz 2 , SU 2 , or U 2 , then V : C F G 2 .3 3 V
 .  n.  n.  n. w xiii If G ( Sz 2 , SU 2 , or U 2 and V, F, F s 0, then3 3
<  . < 2 nV : C t G 2 .V
 .  n.  n.  n. w  .xiv If G ( Sz 2 , SU 2 , or U 2 and n G 2, then V : C t )3 3 V
2 n.
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w x  . w .x  .  .Proof. See CD, 2.9 for i and DS, 5.10 b for iii . That leaves ii
 .  n.  n.  n. <  . <and iv . Suppose that G ( Sz 2 , SU 2 , or U 2 , and V : C F -3 3 V
2 n  .  .  n. < < 4 n2 . Then, by Lemmas 2.27 iv and 2.28 v , if G ( Sz 2 , V - 2 , and, if
 n.  n. < < 6 nG ( SU 2 or U 2 , then V - 2 . This, of course, is against Lemma3 3
 .  .2.30. Therefore ii is true. Because, by Lemma 2.27 iv and Lemma
 .  n.  n.  n.2.28 v , SU 2 and U 2 are generated by five involutions and Sz 2 is3 3
 .generated by three involutions, iv follows from Lemma 2.30.
 2 .. w xLEMMA 2.32. Suppose that A F S, C O G s 1, V, A, A s 0, andV
< < 2 w  .x  n.  .  n.A ) V : C A . Then G ( L 2 and V is a natural GF 2 L 2 -mod-V 2 2
ule. In particular, if V is FF-module with offending subgroup A, then
 n.G ( L 2 and A s S.2
w .xProof. See DS, 5.12 b .
 n.   .G:  .LEMMA 2.33. Suppose that G ( L 2 , V s C S , and C G s 0.2 V V
w x  .If V, S, S s 0, then V is a direct sum of natural GF 2 G-modules.
w xProof. This is given in CD, 2.11 .
 .  .LEMMA 2.34. Assume that x is an in¨olution in G. Then C S l C xV V
 ./ 0 if and only if x g Z S .
 .  .Proof. Put X s C S l C x and assume that X / 0. Then X isV V
 :centralized by S, x . Since V is irreducible we conclude from Lemmas
 .  .  .  .2.25 iii , 2.26, 2.27 i , and 2.28 ii that x g Z S . Conversely, if x g S, then
  ..  .x g V Z S , so C x is S-invariant and therefore, X / 0.1 V
 n.  .LEMMA 2.35. Suppose that G ( L 2 , 1 / t g S g Syl G , and V is a2 2
 .  .  . w x w xnatural GF 2 G-module. Then C t s C S s V, S s V, t .V V
Proof. This is immediate as V is a two-dimensional module over
 n.GF 2 .
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.36. Suppose that G ( SU 2 or U 2 , S g Syl G , and V is a3 3 2
 .faithful irreducible GF 2 G-module. Then
 .i dim V G 6;G F 2.
 .  .ii if G ( U 2 , then V is the eight-dimensional irreducible permuta-3
tion module obtained from its permutation action on the Sylow 2-subgroups of
G;
 . w  .x 2iii suppose that V : C t s 2 for some in¨olution t g G; thenV
 .dim V s 6 and G ( SU 2 ;G F 2. 3
 .iv suppose that dim V s 6; then V is a three-dimensionalG F 2.
 . w x w x w  .xGF 4 -module, dim V, S s 2.dim V, S, S s 2, and V, S, Z SG F 4. G F 4.
s 0;
 .v If dim V ) 6, then dim V G 8.G F 2. G F 2.
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w x <  . < 3 2 <  . < 3 3Proof. From Hu, p. 245 we recall that U 2 s 2 3 , SU 2 s 2 3 ,3 3
 .  .  .and U 2 , SU 2 are both 3-closed with S ( Q . For R g Syl G ,3 3 8 3
 .  2 .  .   ..aRrZ G ( E 3 and S acts transitively by conjugation on RrZ G .
 .  . wPart i follows from Lemma 2.30 iii . Employing a result of Berman HB,
x  .  .3.11 shows that if G ( U 2 , then G has exactly two irreducible GF 2 G-3
modules. Since the eight-dimensional permutation module obtained from
 .  .the action of G on Syl G is irreducible, we have ii . Since the involu-2
  ..a  .tions of G invert all the elements of RrZ G and SU 2 is a nonsplit3
 .central extension of U 2 by C , it follows that we can find three3 3
< : < < <  :involutions x, y, z of G such that x, y, z s 2 R and x, y, z eG. So
 :.  .  .C x, y, z is G-invariant, whence, using i , dim V s 6. Then, by ii ,V
 .  .  .  .G ( SU 2 , so iii holds. Part iv holds because the action of Z G on3
 .  .  .the six-dimensional GF 2 -module, V, imposes a GF 4 structure. If v is
 .  .  .false, then dim V s 7, and, by ii , Z G ( C with Z G actingG F 2. 3
fixed-point freely in V. But then 3 divides 27 y 1, a contradiction.
 .  .LEMMA 2.37. Suppose that G ( Sz 2 ( Frob 20 and V is a faithful,
 . w  .x 2irreducible GF 2 G-module. Then dim V s 4, V : C t s 2 for allG F 2. V
in¨olutions t g G and e¨ery nontri¨ ial ¨ector in V is centralized by exactly one
in¨olution in G.
w xProof. It follows from HB, 3.11 that G possesses, up to isomorphism,
 .exactly two irreducible GF 2 G-modules. Therefore, as the action of G on
 .Syl G provides an irreducible module of dimension 4 on which the2
elements of order 5 operate fixed-point freely and because two involutions
generate a dihedral group of order 10, we have the result.
LEMMA 2.38. Suppose that G ( D , where p is an odd prime, t is an2 p
 .in¨olution in G, and V is a nontri¨ ial faithful irreducible GF 2 G-module.
w  .x < <1r2Then V : C t G V . Moreo¨er, if V is an FF module for G, thenV
< < 2  .V s 2 , and G ( S ( SL 2 .3 2
 g:  :Proof. Because G s t, t for any g g G_ t , the result is immedi-
ate.
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND THE PUSHING-UP CASE
In this section we start the proof of Theorem A. Thus from now on we
assume that the following hypothesis holds:
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. G is the free amalgamated product of two proper finite
subgroups P and P o¨er P l P here groups are identified with their1 2 1 2
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.images in the free amalgamated product which satisfy the following condi-
tions:
 . 2X .  2X .. 2X .  2X ..1 O P rO O P g L and O P rO O P g S ;1 2 1 2 2 2
 .2 B [ P l P contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of both P and P ;1 2 1 2
 . 2X .3 P s O P B for i s 1, 2;i i
 .   ..  .4 C O P F O P for i s 1, 2;P 2 i 2 ii
 .5 no nontri¨ ial normal subgroup of G is contained in B.
As we remarked in the Introduction, any group satisfying the hypotheses
of Theorem A is a homomorphic image of the group satisfying Hypothesis
3.1. Therefore, to prove our theorem it suffices to classify the amalgams
fulfilling Hypothesis 3.1.
In the situation described by Hypothesis 3.1 we can construct a graph G,
 .  4the coset graph, which has vertices V G s P g ¬ g g G, i s 1, 2 withi
 .  . 4  .edge set E G s P g, P h ¬ P g l P h / B, i / j . For d , l g V G wei j i j
 .  .shall say that d , l are adjacent if, and only if, d , l g E G . Clearly G
acts on the graph G by right multiplication. Since G is the free amalga-
mated product P ) P and P and P are finite groups, G is a locally1 P l P 2 1 21 2
 w x. w xfinite tree see Serre Se . We draw the following result from DS :
PROPOSITION 3.2. The following hold:
 .i G acts faithfully on G;
 .  .  .ii if a g V G , then G [ stab a is conjugate in G to one of Pa G 1
or P ;2
 .  .  .  ..iii If a , b g E G , then G [ stab a , b is conjugate in G toab G
P l P .1 2
We next introduce the notation that will be maintained throughout the
w x  .  .  .rest of this paper and PR3 . Suppose that d g V G and d , l g E G .
Then
 .   .  .  .4D d s g g V G ¬ g , d g E G ;
 .   . 4O L s g g V G ¬ G is G-conjugate to P ;g 1
 .   . 4O S s g g V G ¬ G is G-conjugate to P ;g 2
2X .L s O G ;d d
 .Q s O L ;d 2 d
 .K s core Q ;d L ld
S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G ;dl dl
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   ..Ld:Z s V Z S ;d 1 dl
 Ld:V s Z ;d l
 Ld:U s V ;d l
 Ld:W s U ;d l
 w x.D s C V r V , Q ;d L d d dd
 .XT s O L .d 2, 2 d
 . U  .Further, for d g O S we let F G Q be such that F rQ s F L rQ .d d d d d d
 .  4Finally, if d g O L and L rQ f S j D, then q is the order of thed d 5 d
field of definition of L rQ ; if L rQ ( S , then q s 4; if L rQ g D,d d d d 5 d d d
then q s 2.d
 .  .LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that d g V G . Then L is transiti¨ e on D d .d
 .  .Furthermore, if d g O S , then F is transiti¨ e on D d .d
 .  .Proof. Assume that d g V G . Then by Proposition 3.2 ii we may
 4  .suppose that d g P , P . Since D d consists of cosets of B in P1 2 1
  4.  .  .i g 1, 2 , G is transitive on D d , whence, by Hypothesis 3.1 3 , L isd d
 .  . w xalso transitive on D d . Moreover, if d g O S , then from the Atlas A
w x  .L : F F 2 and so L s S F . Therefore F is transitive on D d .d d d gd d d
The following result will be important in our later arguments.
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that d , l g E G and N F G . If N N isdl Gd
 .  .  .transiti¨ e on D d and N N is transiti¨ e on D l , then N s 1.Gl
w xProof. See DS, 2.6 .
 .LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that d g V G . Then
 .   ..i Z F V Z Q ;d 1 d
 .   ..  .   ..ii if Z / V Z L , then C Z F T and Q g Syl C Z ;d 1 d L d d d 2 L dd d
 . w xiii if X is a 2-subgroup of L with X g Q and X, Z s 1, thend d d
  ..Z s V Z L .d 1 d
 .   ..  .Proof. From Hypothesis 3.1 4 , V Z S F Q for any l g D d and1 dl d
  ..hence Z F V Z Q .d 1 d
 .  . ii Since C Z is a proper normal subgroup of L and L s F SL d d d d dld
 .  ..when d g O S for any l g D d , we deduce from the structure of
 .  .  .L rQ given in Hypothesis 3.1 1 that C Z F T . By part i , Q Fd d L d d dd
 .   ..  .  .C Z , so Q g Syl C Q . Thus ii holds and iii follows directlyL d d 2 L dd d
 .from ii .
 .We define d , to be the standard distance function on G. Then the
critical distance b is defined by:
b s min d t , r ¬ Z g Q . . 4t r
 .t , rgV G
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 .  .  .  .If t , r g V G = V G is a pair of vertices with d t , r s b and Z g Q ,t r
 .then t , r is called a critical pair. The set of all critical pairs will be
 .  .denoted by C. Observe that, since Z / 1 for d g V G , Proposition 3.2 id
 .implies that b is finite. Further, by Lemma 3.5 i , b G 1. Whenever we fix
 .a , a 9 g C , we will denote the vertices of the unique path joining a and
a 9 as follows:
a , b , a q 2, . . . , a 9 y 1, a 9.
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward and is left to
the reader.
PROPOSITION 3.6. The following hold:
 .  .  .i if a , a 9 g C , then C Z F T ;L a aa
 .  . w x  .ii if a , a 9 g C and Z , Z / 1, then a 9, a g C ;a a 9
 .  . w x   ..iii if a , a 9 g C and Z , Z s 1, then Z s V Z L ; ina a 9 a 9 1 a 9
 .particular, b is odd and C L s 1.Z aa
 .  .LEMMA 3.7. Let d , l g E G and suppose that Z is a nontri¨ ial normal
 Ll:  Ld:subgroup of L contained in Z . Put V s Z , U s V , and W sd d
 Ll:  .  .U . If b G 3 respecti¨ ely, b G 5, b G 7 , then V respecti¨ ely, U, W is
elementary abelian. Furthermore,
 .  w x.i if b G 2, then V F Q and l L , Vr V, Q G 1;l l l
 .  w x .ii if b G 3, then U F Q and h L , Ur U, Q Z G 1;d d d
 .  w x .iii if b G 4, then W F Q and h L , Wr W, Q V G 1.l l l
Proof. The first part follows easily from the definition of b, V, U, and
 .  .  .W. As the same type of argument establishes each of parts i , ii , and iii ,
 .we just prove iii . Again it is immediate from its definition that W F Q .l
 w x . w xNow suppose that h L , Wr W, Q V s 0. Then W s W, Q VU sl l l
w xW, Q U and hencel
w x w x w x w xW , Q s W , Q U, Q s W , Q , Q U, Q .l l l l l l
Therefore,
w x w x w x w xW s W , Q U s W , Q , Q U, Q U s W , Q , Q U.l l l l l l
By repeatedly commutating with Q it follows that W s U, whence, byl
Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, W s U s 1. But this is against Z / 1. Hence
 w x .h L , Qr W, Q V G 1.l l
 .Our next lemma is a variant of Lemma 3.7 ii in the case when
 .l g O S .
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 .  .LEMMA 3.8. Let d , l g E G and let Z, V, and U be as in Lemma 3.7.
 .  .If l g O S , S s Q Q , and b G 3, then either h L , UrZ G 2, ordl d l d
 .C V l Q F K .L d dl
 w x.  w x.Proof. By Lemma 3.7, h L , Vr V, Q G 1 and h L , UrZ U, Q Gl l d d
 w x . w x w x1. Assume that h L , Z U, Q rZ s 0. Then U, Q Z s V, Q Z. Putd d d d
 .  .  .X s C V l Q , and let t g D d . Clearly X F L and t g O S . ByL d tl
Lemma 3.3, we may choose g g L so as l. g s t . Setting V s V g wed 1
w x w x w x w xobserve that X centralizes V , Q since V , Q F U, Q Z s V, Q Z1 d 1 d d d
w x w x w xF V. Put V s V r V , Q . From S s Q Q we get V , S s V , Q1 1 1 t td t d 1 td 1 d
is centralized by X. Now, X eQ implies that XQ rQ eS rQ . Sinced t t td t
 .h L , V G 1, Lemma 2.16 forces X F Q and hence, as t was ant 1 t
 .arbitrary element of D d , X F K . This proves the lemma.d
w xThe next two results are drawn from Stellmacher's article St2 ; first we
establish his notation.
 .Suppose H is a group, S is a 2-subgroup of H and V is a GF 2 H-mod-
ule. Then
 4Q S, V s A F S ¬ A acts quadratically on V . .
¡min log VrC A ¬ A g Q S, V , .  . 4 . .ArC V VA~q S, V s . when Q S, V / B, .¢0, when Q S, V s B. .
 .Now suppose that a , a 9 g C and let 1 s V F V F ??? F V s V0 1 n b
 .be a chief series of GF 2 L -submodules. Setb
c s h L , V ; .b b
q s q Q , Z ; .b a
r s min q S , V rV ¬ q S , V rV / 0 and 1 F i F n . 4 .  .ab i iy1 a b i iy1
 . w xLEMMA 3.9. Suppose that a , a 9 g C , b G 3, Z , Z s 1, and V ga a 9 a 9
 . .Q . If q y 1 G 0 and rc y 1 G 0, then q y 1 rc y 1 F 1.b
Proof. Since b G 3, V acts quadratically on V and V acts quadrati-a 9 b b
cally on V . Also, because the situation is symmetric we may assume thata 9
<  . < <  . < w .xV rC V F V rC V . Thus St2, 3.1 c is applicable and yields theb V a 9 a 9 V bb a 9
result.
w x  .  .  .LEMMA 3.10 St2 . Suppose that a , b g E G , b G 2, and h L , Vb b
w 2 . x  .s 1. Set Q s O L , Q and assume that Q g C Z . Then Q operatesb b L aa
<w x < <  .  . <quadratically on Z and Z , Q F QC Z rC Z .a a L a L aa a
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 .  w x.Proof. By Lemma 3.7 i , h L , V r V , Q G 1. Therefore, asb b b b
 . w 2 .x 2 .h L , V s 1, V , Q , O L s 1. Because Q F O L , we thus haveb b b b b b
w xV , Q, Q s 1, and so, in particular, Q operates quadratically on Z .b a
w 2 .xFurther, as Q, O L s Q, the three subgroup lemma givesb
2 2V , O L , Q s V , Q, O L s V , Q . ) . .  .b b b b b
 2 .. w 2 .xNow set V s C O L , and select ¨ g Z _V . Then V , O L F0 V b a 0 b bb
 O 2Lb .:  O 2Lb .:  .¨ V and V s ¨ V Z . Therefore, using ) we have0 b 0 a
22 O L .b :w xZ , Q F V , Q s V , O L , Q F ¨ V , Q .a b b b 0
22  .O LO L . bb : w x w x w xs ¨ , Q s ¨ , Q s ¨ , Q F Z , Q .a
w x w x w x  . w xHence Z , Q s ¨ , Q . Since ¨ , Q F Z Q the map x ¬ ¨ , x is aa
w x w xsurjective group homomorphism from Q to ¨ , Q and consequently ¨ , Q
 . <w x < <w x < w  .x( QrC ¨ . In particular, Z , Q s ¨ , Q s Q : C ¨ from which weQ a Q
<w x < <  .  . <infer that Z , Q F QC Z rC Z .a L a L aa a
Roughly speaking Lemma 3.10 tells us that if V contains only oneb
 .noncentral chief factor then Z is the GF 2 -dual of a failure to factorisea
module. Thus we get
 .  .LEMMA 3.11. Suppose that a , a 9 g C , b G 2, h L , V s 1, andb b
 . w 2 . x  .C Z s 1. Set Q s O L , Q and assume that Q g C Z . ThenL a b b L aa a
 .L rQ ( L q or S and Z is either a natural L rQ -module or ana a 2 a 5 a a a
orthogonal S -module.5
 .Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.10 and 2.3, Theorem 2.15 iii , and
Lemmas 2.32 and 2.38 and the fact that the dual of an FF L rQ -modulea a
 ..is also an FF L rQ -module when L rQ g L i e even .a a a a 1
The next results of this section are concerned with establishing Theorem
3.20. The proof relies on certain results related to pushing-up problems.
Hence for the next five results we suppose that X is a finite group for
  ..  .  .    ..X :which C O X F O X , S g Syl X , Z s V Z S , and, forX 2 2 2 1
 .  .     ....O X F T eS, B T s C V Z J T is the Baumann subgroup of T.2 T 1
 .  n.LEMMA 3.12. Suppose that XrO X ( L 2 and that no nontri¨ ial2 2
w  . 2 .xcharacteristic subgroup of S is normal in X. Then O X , O X F Z, and2
  ..  n.ZrV Z X is a natural L 2 -module.1 2
w x w x w xProof. See B2 , N , or St1 .
 .  n.  .PROPOSITION 3.13. Suppose that XrO X ( L 2 , H F Aut S , and2 2
that no nontri¨ ial characteristic subgroup of S is normal in X. Set N s
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  .. w y x   . y.N O X . If y g H is such that Z, Z / 1, then N s N O X andH 2 H 2
< : <y NrN s 2; in particular, y has e¨en order.
w y x  .Proof. Suppose that y g H satisfies Z, Z / 1, and set Q s O X2
y w y x yand R s Q l Q. It follows from Z, Z / 1 that Z g Q, and hence
< y <y f N. Without loss of generality we may assume that Z QrQ G
< y y <  y. yZQ rQ . Then, noting that C Z s Q ,S
y y y y y< < < < w xZ QrQ G ZQ rQ s Z : Z l Q s Z : C Z . ) .  .Z
Thus Z yQrQ is an offending subgroup on Z and hence equality holds in
 . y w y x w x w y x) by Lemma 2.32, with Z Q s S. From Z : Z l Q s S : Q s S : Q
we also get S s ZQ y. Using Dedekind's modular law gives Q s Q l ZQ y
s ZR and Q y s Q y l Z yQ s Z yR. Therefore,
3.13.1 F Q s F ZR s F R s F Z yR s F Q y . .  .  .  .  .  .
y .Set S s SrF R . Then Q and Q are elementary abelian subgroups of
w xS. From a lemma of Burnside's Gor, Theorem 5.1.4 and Lemma 3.12, we
 .have h X, Q s 1 with the X-noncentral chief factor in Q being a natural
n y y . w x w xL 2 -module. Note that S s QQ gives S s QQ and Q : R s Q : R2
y n yw x  .  .s S : Q s 2 . Using Lemma 2.35 we infer that R s C Q s C xQ Q
yw xfor all x g S_Q. Consequently, by LPR, Lemma 3.12 , Q and Q are the
only maximal elementary abelian subgroups of S. Since N normalizes Q
 .  .and hence normalizes F Q s F R , N acts upon S. Because N normal-
y yizes Q, it must then normalize Q and hence N normalizes Q . Thus we
  . y.conclude that N s N O X .H 2
 .  . y  . y  y.  .Observe that, using 3.13.1 , F R s F Q s F Q s F R and,
2 2therefore, y also acts upon S. Hence y normalizes Q, whence y g N
and this completes the proof of the proposition.
w xThe next result is similar in spirit to that in St1, Theorem C ; however,
  ..we do not require that N O X is normal in H.H 2
 .  n.COROLLARY 3.14. Suppose that XrO X ( L 2 , that no nontri¨ ial2 2
 .characteristic subgroup of S is normal in X, and that H F Aut S with
w   ..x  H :H : N O X odd. Then Z is a normal subgroup of X contained inH 2
 .O X .2
h  .Proof. Suppose there exists h g H such that Z g O X . Then, by2
2   ..  :   ..Proposition 3.13, h g N O X and h N O X is a subgroup withH 2 H 2
w :   ..   ..xh N O X : N O X s 2. This is against our hypothesis thatH 2 H 2
w   ..x  H :  .H : N O X is odd. Therefore, as Z F Z F O X , Lemma 3.12H 2 2
 H :implies that Z is normal X.
The next two lemmas allow us to by-pass certain pushing-up configura-
tions which involve S .5
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 .  n.  .LEMMA 3.15. Suppose that XrO X ( L 2 , or XrO X ( S and2 2 2 5
 2 ..  .  .  .  .ZrC O X is a natural GF 2 S -module. If J T g O X , then B TZ 5 2
  .X :.   .X :   .X :.  m.g Syl B T and B T rO B T ( L 2 , where m g2 2 2
 4n, 2 .
w x w  .x  .Proof. Compare with B1, 2.11.1.4 and B2, 7 . Set Q s O X ,2
2 .     ...X : nX s O X Q, S s S l X , and R s V Z J T . Put q s 2 if0 0 0 1
 n.  .XrQ ( L 2 and q s 4 if XrQ ( S . Then, since J T g Q, we can2 5
 .pick A g A T such that A g Q. Suppose that XrQ ( S . Then, as5
 2 ..ZrC O X is a natural S -module by hypothesis, we infer, from LemmaZ 5
 .  .  n.2.3, that J T Q s AQ s S . While if XrO X ( L 2 , then Lemma0 2 2
 .  .2.32 implies that J T Q s AQ s S . Now, because A g A T , Lemmas0
 . . < < <  . < <  . <2.32 and 2.3 vi a imply that AQrQ s ZrC A s Zr Z l A s q.Z
Hence
 .  .  .  .  .  . w x3.15.1 i A l Q Z g A T l A Q and ii Z : A l Z s
< <  .AQrQ s q with h X, Z s 1.
U  . U  U .Moreover, for any A g A T with A g Q we also have A l Q Z g
 .    ...A T and consequently A l Z F V Z J T . Hence Z F1
    ...X :  . .  .  .V Z J T s R. Notice that, by 3.15.1 i , J Q F J T , so1
   ...    ...    ...V Z J T F V Z J Q and, in particular, R F V Z J Q . There-1 1 1
 .fore we have R F A l Q Z, and so, Z F R and Dedekind's modular law
 .  .  . .then give R s R l Z A l Q s Z A l R . Thus 3.15.2 ii implies that
< < < < < <Rr A l R s Z A l R r A l R s Zr Z l A s q. .  .  .  .
 .    ... It follows that h X, R s 1 and hence R s ZV Z J T . Therefore as1
   ....A l Z F V Z J T ,1
R l A s ZV Z J T l A s Z l A V Z J T .  .  . .  . .  .1 1
s V Z J T . . . .1
 x: xNow choose x g X such that A, A Q G X . Then R s R l A l A0 0
   ...    x... w x 2s V Z J T l V Z J T is normalized by X and R : R s q .1 1 0 0
 .Since h X , RrR s 1, R s ZR which then gives0 0 0
V Z J T s R l A s ZR l A s Z l A R , .  . . .1 0 0
   ...   ..  .and so V Z J T s V Z S R . Set C s C R and S s S l C g1 1 0 0 X 0 1 00
 .  .Syl C . Then C e X and S g Syl C . Clearly, S centralizes2 0 1 2 1
   ...  .  .V Z J T and so S F B T . Equally clearly B T F C and thus we1 1
 .  .   . .   .X :conclude that B T s S g Syl C with as B T eS C s B T s1 2 0
  .X :  .B T . Since CrO C ( X rQ, the lemma is proven.2 0
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 .  2 ..LEMMA 3.16. Suppose that XrO X ( S , ZrC O X is an orthog-2 5 Z
 .  .onal module, and J T g O X . Then there exists a subgroup R of X such2
 .  .  .  .  :that B T g Syl R , RrO R ( S ( L 2 , and R, S s X.2 2 3 2
 .  .  .Proof. Put X s XrO X . Then, since J T g O X and2 2
 2 ..  .  . .ZrC O X is an orthogonal module, Lemma 2.3 iii and v a and theZ
normality of T in S imply that J T is a fours group which is not .
2 .contained in O X . Without loss of generality, we assume that
 .  . .:  .B T s J T s 1, 2 , 1, 2 3, 4 . Choose R G O X such that R s .  . 1 2 1
 ..  .  .  :C 1, 2 G B T . Then R rO R ( L 2 , R , S s X, and, for S s .X 1 2 1 2 1 1
 .  .  .  .S l R g Syl R , J S s J T g O R . The result now follows di-1 2 1 1 2 1
  .R1:rectly from Lemma 3.15 with R s B T .
We now revert to our standard notation.
 .  .LEMMA 3.17. Suppose that d , l g E G and Q l Q e L . Thend l d
 .   ..i h L , Q r Q l Q s 0;d d d l
 .  L :ii Z F V s Z F Q l Q ; in particular, b G 2.d d ld d l
 :Proof. First observe that Q g Q , for otherwise Q e L , L , whichl d l d d
w  Ld:xthen contradicts Lemma 3.4. Thus, since Q , d F Q l Q , we inferd l d l
  ..  . wthat h L , Q r Q l Q s 0. We next prove part ii . Evidently, Q ld d d l d
x  .Q , Z s 1, and so, if Z g Q , then h L , Q l Q s 0. This togetherl l l d d d l
 .  .with i then implies the untenable h L , Q s 0. Hence Z F V sd d d d
 Ld:Z F Q l Q , as stated.l d l
 .  .LEMMA 3.18. Suppose that d , l g E G and Q l Q e L . Set Z sd l d
  ..V Z Q l Q . Then1 d l
 .  .i L rQ ( L q or S ;d d 2 d 5
 . w  . x  .  . ii S : J Q Q s 1 respecti¨ ely, 2 if L rQ ( L q respec-dl l d d d 2 d
. w xti¨ ely, L rQ ( S and so, in particular, S , Q Q F 2;d d 5 dl d l
 .  .  2 ..iii h L , Z s 1 with ZrC O L being either a natural L rQ -d Z d d d
module or an orthogonal S -module.5
 .  . Proof. First we note that J Q F Q would imply that J Q s J Ql d l d
.l Q , which is a contradiction to Lemma 3.4. Therefore, there existsl
 .  .   ..A g A Q such that A g Q . Since A l Q V Z Q l Q is elemen-l d d 1 d l
< .   .. < < <tary abelian, A l Q V Z Q l Q F A . Hence AQ rQ acts as and 1 d l d d
  ..offending subgroup on any noncentral chief factor within V Z Q l Q .1 d l
 .    ... Now Lemma 3.17 ii as V F V Z Q l Q implies that h L ,d 1 d l d
  ...V Z Q l Q / 0, so Lemmas 2.3, 2.32, and 2.38 imply that L rQ (1 d l d d
 .  . L q , or S and also yield part iii recall that the orthogonal S -module2 d 5 5
.  .is projective . If L rQ ( L q , then AQ s S , by Lemma 2.32, and sod d 2 d d dl
 .J Q Q s S . Now assume that L rQ ( S . Because neither the naturall d dl d d 5
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nor the orthogonal S -modules possess 2-central transvections5
<  . < <  . <J Q Q rQ / 2, so using Lemma 2.3 again, we see that J Q Q rQl d d l d d
s 22. This completes the verification of the lemma.
 Ld:We now set L s Q .l
 .  .LEMMA 3.19. Suppose that d , l g E G , Q l Q e L , and Z gd l d l
 .  .Z L . Then O L s Q l Q .l 2 d l
 .  .  .Proof. Together Lemmas 3.17 ii and 3.18 iii give h L , V s 1, andd d
w x w x w xthus V , Q s Z , Q is centralized by L. In particular, Z , Q isd d l d l d
 .  .  .  .centralized by O L . By Lemma 3.18 i , l g O S . Thus, since h L , Z2 l l
 ./ 0, by hypothesis, combining Proposition 2.16 and Lemma 3.18 ii we get
 .  .that O L F Q . Therefore, Q l Q s O L , as required.2 l d l 2
 .  .THEOREM 3.20. Suppose that d , l g E G and Q l Q is normal ind l
 .L . Then Z F Z L .d l l
 .Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that Z g Z L . Then, byl l
 .  .Lemma 3.19, O L s Q l Q . Put S s S l L. Then O L F Q eS.2 d l dl 2 l
 .  .  .   ..  :If J Q F O L , then J Q s J O L is normal in L , L sl 2 l 2 l
 :  .  .L , L , which is against Lemma 3.4. Therefore J Q g O L . Alsol d l 2
observe that, if C is a normal subgroup of L which is characteristic in
 .  .B Q , then, as B Q is characteristic in Q , C is normal in L , in whichl l l l
case Lemma 3.4 implies that C s 1.
 .We consider the two cases which arise in Lemma 3.18 iii separately. Set
  ..   .L:  2 ..Z s V Z Q l Q and E s B Q . Assume first that ZrC O L1 d l l Z
 .  .  .is a natural LrO L -module. Then, by Lemma 3.15, B Q g Syl E ,2 l 2
 .  n.  . 2 .  .ErO E ( L 2 , and EO L G O L . Moreover, we have O E s2 2 2 2
 .  .  .   ..  .O L l B Q and, since Z F B Q , C O E F O E ; therefore, we2 l l E 2 2
  ..may apply Corollary 3.14 with H s L F Aut B Q . Then becausel l
  ..  Ll:  .N O E G S , we get Z F O E . By Lemma 3.12, we haveL 2 dl 2l
  ..  .  Ll:h E, O E s h E, Z s 1. Hence Z is simultaneously normalized2
by L and E, which contradicts Lemma 3.4. This concludes the proof ofl
Theorem 3.20 in this case.
 2 ..Next assume that ZrC O L is an orthogonal S -module. In thisZ 5
situation we apply Lemma 3.16 to find a subgroup R of L such that
 .  .  .  .  .  :O L F R, B Q g Syl R , RrO R ( L 2 , and R, S s L. Once2 l 2 2 2
again we notice that any nontrivial normal subgroup of R better not be
 .  .  .  .characteristic in B Q . Set R s RQ . Then O R s B Q l O R isl 1 d 2 l 2 1
 .  .a normal subgroup of B Q Q , where B Q Q has index 2 in S . Putl d l d dl
    ...R:   ..  .Z s V Z B Q . Then, by Lemma 3.12, h R, O R s h R, Z0 1 l 2 0
 .s h R, Z s 1, and so by the argument just presented in the prior case we
have
 .  Ll:  .3.20.1 Z g O R .0 2
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 .   ..It follows from Corollary 3.14 and 3.20.1 that N [ N O R does notL 2l
 .contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of L . Since B Q Q F N we deduce thatl l d
 .  .  . w x3.20.2 B Q Q g Syl N and that L : N s 2n, where n is odd.l d 2 l
y  .Fix y g L such that Z g O R . Then, by Proposition 3.13, N normal-l 0 2
 y.  : w x  .izes O R and N [ y N satisfies N : N s 2. Notice that by 3.20.2 ,2 1 1
N contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of L . Choose w g N such that y g A s1 l 1
 :  .  .w B Q Q g Syl N . If A s S , then, as w s ny for some n g N,l d 2 1 dl
 . y  .w  .w  .O R s O R G O L s O L s Q l Q G Z. Thus, as Z s2 2 2 2 d l 0
   ... w y xZV Z B Q , Z , Z s 1, which is against our choice of y. Thus1 l 0 0
 :  .  .A / S . Set D s S , A and put D s DrB Q Q . Then, by 3.20.2 , Ddl dl l d
is a dihedral group of order 2m, where m is odd. Therefore, we have
w y x .  .  .O R s O R s O R , where x is an element of odd order in D.2 2 2
2   ..  .Now apply Corollary 3.14 with H s D. Then x g N O R G B Q Q ,D 2 l d
 :  .  .   ..whence, as x B Q Q rB Q Q has odd order x g N O R and sol d l d D 2
 .  . x  . yO R s O R s O R , which contradicts the original choice of y.2 2 2
 .Therefore, Z F Z L and the proof of the theorem is complete.l l
Our next result is also related to pushing-up.
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.21. Suppose that d , l g E G , d g O L . Then Q Q rQl d d
 .contains a nontri¨ ial subgroup normal in N S rQ .L dl dd
 .Proof. Notice that, by Lemma 3.18 i , Q l Q is not normal in L ,d l l
 .  :whence Q g Q . Set D [ N S . Put H s D, L and R sl d L dl ld
 .core Q , and suppose the result is false. First we consider the case whenH l
 .h L , Q rR s 0. Then R g Q , for otherwise we obtain Q l Q e L ,l l d d l l
 .which is contrary to Lemma 3.18 i . But then RQ rQ is a nontriviald d
 .subgroup of Q Q rQ which is normalized by D. Thus h L , Q rR /l d d l l
  ..   ..0, which yields 1 / V Z S rR F V Z Q rR and then, as1 dl 1 l
  ..    ...  .V Z S rR e DrR, h L , V Z Q rR G 1. Since J S rR g Q rR1 dl l 1 l dl l
  ..we conclude that V Z Q rR admits an FF-action by L rQ ; however,1 l l l
 .this contradicts Theorem 2.15 iii . Therefore the lemma holds.
The last result of this section is designed so as to deal with some of the
exceptional S problems that we will encounter later on.5
 .  .LEMMA 3.22. Assume that d , l g E G , L rQ ( S , and b G 2. Letd d 5
Z be a minimal normal subgroup of L contained in Z and assume thatd d
 .  .  Ll:h L , Z s 1 with C L s 0. Put V s Z . Then one of the followingd Z d
holds:
 . w x. w x w x  2 .i Q Q F F s C Z, Q - L and V, Q s Z, Q ( E 2 ;d l l L l l l ll 2
 .  .  w x.ii h L , V G 2 and h L , V, Q / 0.l l l
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 .Proof. Put Y s core Z . Note that the assumptions on Z imply thatLl
 < < 4.Z is either a natural or an orthogonal L rQ -module and so Z s 2 .d d
 .  w x.  .Supposing that h L , V F 1 or h L , V, Q s 0 we show that i holds.l l l
 .  w x.By Lemma 3.7 i , h L , Vr V, Q G 1, and so in either case we obtainl l
w x w xV,Q s Z, Q F Y. If Q F Q , then we have a contradiction to Lemmal l l d
3.18. So we have that Q g Q . Also observe, as S rQ ( D and L rQl d dl d 8 l l
< < 3g S , that Q g Q . Suppose Y G 2 , and let g g L . Now Q l Qd l l d l
g  w g x.  .centralizes Y s Y s Z , S and so Lemma 2.3 iv forces Q l Qd l? g . d l
F Q g. Hence Q l Q s K e L , which is again contrary to Lemma 3.18.d d l l l
< < 2  .  . <w x <Therefore Y F 2 . Using Lemma 2.3 iv as Q g Q gives Z, Q / 2l d l
w x  2 .  .and, therefore, Y s Z, Q ( E 2 . Now it follows from Lemma 2.3 ii ,l
 . .  . .  .Ll:iv a, b and vi a, b that Q Q centralizes Y, and hence Q Qd l d l
  . .centralizes Y. Since S cannot centralize Y by Lemma 2.3 v b anddl
 . ..  .Ll:vi b and recalling that Q g Q , we infer that F F Q Q / L .d l l d l l
w x w x  .So, from A , L : F s 2 and we have i , and this completes the proof ofl l
Lemma 3.22.
4. NONCOMMUTING CRITICAL PAIRS
In this section we assume that the following hypothesis is fulfilled:
 . w xHYPOTHESIS 4.1. Hypothesis 3.1 holds and for a , a 9 g C , Z , Z /a a 9
1.
The goal of this section is the proof of the following theorem:
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that Hypothesis 4.1 is satisfied. Then L rQ (a a
 .L 2 , Q is extraspecial of q-type, and one of the following holds:2 b
 .  . 1q12  .i L rQ ( 3 Aut M , Q ( 2 , h L , Q s 6, and L hasb b 22 b q a a a
2q15q2 5q1 3  .a chief series described by 2 L 2 .2
 . 1q22  .ii L rQ ( Co , Q ( 2 , h L , Q s 11, and L has a chiefb b 2 b q a a a
2q110q2 10q1 8  .series described by 2 L 2 .2
 . 1q24  .iii L rQ ( Co , Q ( 2 , h L , Q s 12, and L has a chiefb b 1 b q a a a
2q111q2 11q1 10  .series described by 2 L 2 .2
We prove the theorem via a series of lemmas. We begin with
LEMMA 4.3. The following hold:
 .i b is e¨en;
 .  .ii L rQ ( L q or S ;a a 2 a 5
 .  2 ..iii Z rC O L is a natural L rQ -module or L rQ ( S anda Z a a a a a 5a
 2 ..Z rC O L is an orthogonal module;a Z aa
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 .iv Z Q rQ is an offending subgroup on Z and Z Q rQ is ana a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9 a a
< < < <offending subgroup on Z ; moreo¨er, Z Q rQ s Z Q rQ s q ora a a 9 a 9 a 9 a a a
 2 .. < <Z rC O L is an orthogonal S -module and Z Q rQ sa Z a 5 a a 9 a 9a
< <Z Q rQ s 2.a 9 a a
 .  .Proof. Suppose that a , a 9 g C. Then, as a 9, a g C , by Proposition
 . < <3.6 ii , we may assume, without loss of generality, that Z Q rQ Ga 9 a a
< <  .  .Z Q rQ . Thus, by Lemma 3.5 ii and Proposition 3.6 i ,a a 9 a 9
< < < <w xZ : C Z s Z : Z l Q s Z Q rQ F Z Q rQ . ) .  .a Z a 9 a a a 9 a a 9 a 9 a 9 a aa
 .Thus Z is an FF-module for L rQ . Applying Theorem 2.15 iii anda a a
 .Lemmas 2.3, 2.32, and 2.38, we deduce that L rQ ( L q or S anda a 2 a 5
 2 ..that Z rC O L is a natural L rQ -module or an orthogonal S -a Z a a a 5a
 .module. We now use Lemmas 2.3 and 2.32 and ) , to find that
< < < <Z Q rQ s Z Q rQ . Thus the configuration is symmetric, and soa a 9 a 9 a 9 a a
 .L rQ ( L q , or S ; in particular, b is even and we have proven alla 9 a 9 2 a 5
parts of the lemma.
 .LEMMA 4.4. Z F Z L .b b
 .  .Proof. Suppose that Z g Z L and pick a y 1 g D a such thatb b
 :  .S , Z s L . Then, by Lemma 4.3 ii , Z F Q . Assume thatay1a a 9 a ay1 a 9y1
Z Z F Z Q . Thenay1 a a a 9
w x w xZ Z , Z s Z , Z F Z .ay1 a a 9 a a 9 a
 .Therefore Z Z e L . But then C Z Z s Q l Q is nor-ay1 a a Q ay1 a ay1 aa
 .mal in L , so Theorem 3.20 implies that Z F Z L , which is against oura b b
assumption. Hence Z Z Q rQ ) Z Q rQ . Since b G 2,ay1 a a 9 a 9 a a 9 a 9
Z Z Q rQ is elementary abelian and hence we obtain, using Lemmaay1 a a 9 a 9
 . < < 2 < <4.3 iv , L rQ ( S ( L rQ , Z Z Q rQ s 2 , Z Q rQ s 2,a a 5 a 9 a 9 ay1 a a 9 a 9 a a 9 a 9
 2 ..  . .and Z rC O L is an orthogonal S -module. From Lemma 2.3 v a ,9a 9 Z a 59a
 .we get that Z l Q s C Z does not centralize Z anda 9 a Z a ay1a 9
w  .x 2so Z l Q g Q . Since Z : C Z l Q F 2 , this contra-a 9 a ay1 ay1 Z a 9 aay1
 .dicts Theorem 2.15 v . Hence the result is proven.
The next two results are easy consequences of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4.
 .LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that L rQ ( L q . Thena a 2 a
 .i S s Q Q ;ab a b
 .ii Z is a natural L rQ -module;a a a
 . w x w x w xiii Z , Z s Z , Q s Z , Q s Z s Z .a a 9 a b a 9 a 9y1 b a 9y1
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  ..  2 ..Proof. From Lemma 4.4, Z s V Z S and hence C O L s 1.b 1 a b Z aa
Thus, by Lemma 4.3, Z and Z are natural modules for L rQ anda a 9 a a
 .  .  .  .L rQ , respectively. Now i , ii , and iii follow from Lemma 4.3 iv anda 9 a 9
Lemma 2.35.
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that L rQ ( S . Then Z is either a natural or ana a 5 a
< < w xorthogonal S -module. Furthermore, if Z Q rQ s 4, then Z , Z G5 a a 9 a 9 a a 9
Z Z .a 9y1 b
 2 ..Proof. Again we have C O L s 1, and the lemma follows usingZ aa
 .  . .  . .Lemma 4.3 iii and Lemma 2.3 v a and vi b .
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose that b G 4 and Z is a natural L rQ -module.a a a
Then U F S l S F L and U F S l S Fa a 9y2 a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9y3 a 9y1 a 9 aq2 b aq2 aq3
L .b
 . w xProof. From Lemmas 4.5, 4.3 iv , and 4.6, Z Z F Z , Z F Zb a 9y1 a a 9 a
 < <l Z note that when L rQ ( S we have Z Q rQ s 4 as Z is aa 9 a a 5 a a 9 a 9 a
.natural module . Hence, as b G 4, U centralizes Z and then Lemmaa 9 b
2.34 implies
U F C Z F S F L . .a 9 L b aq2 b baq2
Similarly, we deduce that U F S l S F L .a a 9y2 a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9y3 a 9y1
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose that b G 4. Then q s 2 or L rQ ( S .a a a 5
Proof. We suppose to the contrary that q G 4 and L rQ \ S . Thena a a 5
 .  . L rQ ( L q with q G 4, by Lemma 4.3 ii . Note that Z s Z bya a 2 a a b a 9y1
.  .Lemma 4.5 and C Z s Z imply that V l Z s Z s Z .Z a a 9y1 b a 9 a 9y1 b9a
w x w xAlso from Lemma 4.5 we deduce that V , Q s Z and that U , U Fb b b a a
Z . Employing Lemma 4.7 givesa
w xV , U , U F V l U , U F V l Z s Z .b a 9 a 9 b a 9 a 9 b a 9 b
w  .xThus U acts quadratically on V rZ . Since Z : C Z s q bya 9 b b a 9 Z a a9a
 .  . < < 2Lemma 4.3 iv , Lemma 3.7 ii forces U Q rQ G 2 . Consulting Theo-a 9 b b
 . < < 4rem 2.15 i gives U Q rQ F 2 and hence, as q G 4, Lemma 2.31 givesa 9 b b a
 .  .  .  .  .4.8.1 either i h L , U rZ s 1 or ii h L , U rZ s 2, q s 4,a a a a a a a
< < 4F rD ( 3M , and U Q rQ s 2 .b b 22 a 9 b b
 . . w x w xSuppose that 4.8.1 i pertains. Then V , Q Z s V , Q Z ,b aq2 aq2 aq3 aq2 aq2
w x  .which yields V , Q F V F Q for all a 9 q 1 g D a 9 . Henceb aq2 aq3 a 9q1
V , Q , U F Z l V s Z .b aq2 a 9 a 9 b b
 .Thus, as Q Q s S , we have a contradiction to Proposition 2.16 ii .aq2 b baq2
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 . . w xFinally, considering 4.8.1 ii we have here that V , Q , Q Zb aq2 aq2 aq2
w xs V , Q , Q Z , from which we similarly infer thataq3 aq2 aq2 aq2
V , Q , Q , U F Z .b aq2 aq2 a 9 b
 .This situation is impossible by Proposition 2.12 iv and so we have shown
that either q s 2 or L rQ ( S .a a a 5
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose that b G 4. Then L rQ ( S and Z is an orthog-a a 5 a
onal S -module.5
 .Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Thus, by Lemmas 4.3 ii and 4.8,
 .our job here is to show that L rQ ( L 2 as well as the situation whena a 2
L rQ ( S and Z is a natural S -module lead to a contradiction. Soa a 5 a 5
 .  :choose a y 1 g D a such that S , Z s L . From Lemma 4.7 weay1a a 9 a
have
 .4.9.1 V F S FS F L .ay1 a 9y2 a 9y3 a 9y2 a 9y1 a 9y1
 .Assume that V F G . Then, by Lemma 4.3 iv , V Q s Z Q ,ay1 a 9 ay1 a 9 a a 9
w x w xwhich implies that V , Z s Z , Z F Z F V . But then V isay1 a 9 a a 9 a ay1 ay1
 :normalized by S , Z s L , a contradiction. Thus V g G .ay1a a 9 a ay1 a 9
w x  .  . .Also, if V , V l Q / 1, then, by Lemma 2.3 ii and v a anday1 a 9y1 ay1
 . w xLemma 2.35, for some a y 2 g D a y 1 , V , V l Q Gay1 a 9y1 ay1
w xZ , V l Q G Z , which gives the contradiction Z eay2 a 9y1 ay1 ay1 ay1
 :S , Z s L . Thusay1a a 9 a
 .  .  . w x4.9.2 i V g Q and ii V , V l Q s 1.ay1 a 9y1 ay1 a 9y1 ay1
Our next aim is to prove
 .  . <4.9.3 If F rD \ 3M , then h L , V s 1 and V Q rb b 22 b b ay1 a 9y1
<Q s 2.a 9y1
 .Suppose that F rD \ 3M . Using 4.9.1 , V l Q acts quadrati-b b 22 a 9y1 a
 . < . <cally on V , so Theorem 2.15 i implies that V l Q Q rQay1 a 9y1 a ay1 ay1
2  .F 2 . This, together with 4.9.2 , yields
32 if L rQ ( L 2 , .a a 2V : C V F ) .  .a 9y1 V ay1_ 4a y1  2 if L rQ ( S ,a a 5
 .  .Now Theorem 2.15 v implies that h L , V s 1. Furthermore, in theb b
case when L rQ ( S , Lemma 3.22 implies that Q Q F F .a a 5 a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9y1
< < 2Now we assume that V Q rQ G 2 and argue for a contradic-ay1 a 9y1 a 9y1
w xtion. First we claim that V s V r V , Q is a quadratica 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1
< . < 2L rD -module. Indeed if V l Q Q rQ s 2 , then wea 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a ay1 ay1
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 . < . <are done by 4.9.1 . Hence we may assume that V l Q Q rQa 9y1 a ay1 ay1
w  .x 3  . .F 2. But then V : C V F 2 by 4.9.2 ii , and thea 9y1 V ay1a 9y1
 .  .  .claim follows from Theorem 2.15 v . If L rQ ( L 2 , then ) , Theorema a 2
 .  . < < 22.15 ii , Proposition 2.11 ii , and V Q rQ G 2 yields a contra-ay1 a 9y1 a 9y1
 .  .diction. While L rQ ( S implies, using ) and Theorem 2.15 ii , thata a 5
 .L rD ( Aut M . Recalling that Q Q F F , we see thata 9y1 a 9y1 22 a 9y2 a 9y1 a 9y1
 . V g Q by Proposition 2.11 ii . Hence, there exists a y 2 g D a yay1 a 9y2
.  .1 such that a y 2, a 9 y 2 g C. Therefore, as Z is a naturala 9y2
L rQ -module,a 9y2 a 9y2
V Q rQ s S rQ l O2 L rQ .ay1 a 9y2 a 9y2 a 9y3a 9y2 a 9y2 a 9y2 a 9y2
s Q Q rQ .a 9y3 a 9y2 a 9y2
 .Hence, employing 4.9.1 ,
V Q rQ s S rQ l S rQay1 a 9y2 a 9y2 a 9y2 a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9y3a 9y2 a 9y2
s Q Q rQ ,a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9y2
and V F Q Q F F , which is a contradiction, so verifyingay1 a 9y1 a 9y2 a 9y1
 .4.9.3 .
 .  . < <X4.9.4 If h L , V s 1, then V Q rQ / 2.b b ay1 a y1 a 9y1
 . < <XSuppose that h L , V s 1 and V Q rQ s 2. Then eitherb b ay1 a y1 a 9y1
 . w x  .L rQ ( L 2 and V , Q s Z ( E 2 , or L rQ ( S anda a 2 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a a 5
w x  2 . w x 2V , Q ( E 2 , by Lemma 3.22. Since V : V l Q F 2 ,a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a
 .  . 4.9.2 and Theorem 2.15 v force V l Q g Q . Let 1 / t g Va 9y1 a ay1 a 9y1
. <w x < <w x < 2l Q _Q . Then we have V l Q , t F V , Q F 2 .a ay1 ay1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1
w x w  .x 3So, since V : V l Q s 2, V : C t F 2 . Hence Theo-ay1 ay1 a 9y1 ay1 Vay1
 .  .  .rem 2.15 v , Proposition 2.11 iv and v , and Lemma 3.22 imply that
 .  . <w x <L rQ ( Aut M and L rQ ( L 2 . But then V l Q , t Fb b 22 a a 2 ay1 a 9y1
< < w  .x 2  .Z s 2, so V : C t F 2 , which is against Theorem 2.15 v .a 9y1 ay1 Vay1
 .Thus 4.9.4 holds.
 .  .  . .Putting 4.9.3 and 4.9.4 together and observing that, by 4.9.2 ii ,
w  .x 6V : C V F 2 when F rD ( 3M we have, from Theo-a 9y1 V ay1 ay1 ay1 22_a y1
 .rem 2.15 v ,
 .  .4.9.5 F rD ( 3M , and h L , V s 1.b b 22 b b
 . .  .  . <Combining 4.9.2 ii , 4.9.5 , and Theorem 2.15 v , we see that V la 9y1
. < 2  .Q Q rQ G 2 and so, by 4.9.1 , the noncentral L -chief factora ay1 ay1 ay1
< < 2  .in V is a quadratic module. Since V Q rQ G 2 by 4.9.4ay1 ay1 a 9y1 a 9y1
 .  . < . <and 4.9.5 , Proposition 2.12 ii demands that V l Q Q rQ sa 9y1 a ay1 ay1
4 < < 2  .2 and V Q rQ s 2 . Thus L rQ ( S . By Lemma 4.3 iv we havea 9y1 a a a a 5
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w xS : Q Q F 2 and so appealing to Lemma 3.22 we deducea 9y2 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y2
 .that Q Q g Syl F . Employing Lemma 3.22 again givesa 9y1 a 9y2 2 a 9y1
2 w x w x w x_E 2 ( Z , Q s V , Q s Z , Q , . a 9 a 9y1 a 9y1 a y1 a 9y2 a 9y1
w x w xand hence Z , Z s Z l Z s Z , Q . Now, by Lemma 4.7,a a 9 a 9 a 9y2 a 9 a 9y1
U F L , and soa a 9y1
w x w xV , U , U F U , U l V F Z l Va 9y1 a a a a a 9y1 a a 9y1
w x w x w xs Z , Z s Z , Q s V , Q .a a 9 a 9 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1
w xThus U acts quadratically on V r V , Q and hencea a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1
< < 4  . w xU Q rQ F 2 by Proposition 2.12 i . Therefore, since U , Z sa a 9y1 a 9y1 a a
w  .x 6 < < 2  .1, U : C Z F 2 and so, as Z Q rQ s 2 , h L , U F 3. Conse-a U a 9 a 9 a a a aa
quently,
w x w x w xU , Q ; n s V , Q ; n s V , Q ; n ,a 9y2 a 9y2 a 9y3 a 9y2 a 9y1 a 9y2
 .  . w xwhere n s h L , U y 1. Because, for d , d 9 g C , we have Z , Z Fa a d d 9
Z l Z we obtaind dq2
w x w x w xV , Q ; n , U F V l Z s Z , Z F V , Q .a 9y3 a 9y2 a a 9y1 a a a 9 a 9y1 a 9y1
w xNote that V r V , Q is an F rD -module with Qa 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y2
acting as a Sylow 2-subgroup of F rD . From U G V ,a 9y1 a 9y1 a ay1
< < 2U Q rQ G 2 and so if n s 1 we have a contradiction to Proposi-a a 9y1 a 9y1
 .   . .tion 2.16 ii . In the case n s 2 so h L , U s 3 , we then havea a
< < 4  .U Q rQ s 2 , which is at variance with Proposition 2.12 iv .a a 9y1 a 9y1
This completes the proof of the lemma.
LEMMA 4.10. b s 2.
Proof. Suppose that G is a counterexample to Lemma 4.10 and let
 .a , a 9 g C. Then, by Lemma 4.9, L rQ ( S and Z is an orthogonala a 5 a
 .  .  .S -module. If t g O L and t , z g E G , then the unique subgroup of5
 2 .L properly containing S is denoted by M ; note that E 2 (t tz tz
 . 2 .  .  .O M rQ F O L rQ and M rO M ( L 2 . Our first result2 tz t t t tz 2 tz 2
 .  .follows from Lemmas 2.3 iii and 4.3 iv .
 .  .4.10.1 Z g O M .a 9 2 a b
 :  .Now we define H s M , L and Q s core L l M .ab b H H b a b
 .  .4.10.2 h L , Q rQ G 1.b b H
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 .Suppose that h L , Q rQ s 0. Thenb b H
Q l O M s Q l O M G Q l Q G Z , .  .b 2 a b b 2 aq2 b b aq2 a 9
 .which contradicts 4.10.1 .
 .4.10.3 One of the following holds:
 .   ..i core O M s Q ;L 2 a b Hb
 .   ..   ..ii core O M l core O M s Q , where g is anyL 2 aq2 b L 2 aq2 b Hg b
 .  4vertex in D a q 2 _ b with M s M .aq2g aq2 b
  . .   ..If h M , O M rQ s 0, then clearly core O M is normal-ab 2 a b H L 2 a bb
 .ized simultaneously by L and M , whence we obtain i . Whileb a b
  . .  .h M , O M rQ / 0 together with 4.10.2 yield the hypothesis ofab 2 a b H
 .Theorem B, and then ii holds by Theorem B.
Since, by Lemma 3.18, Q l Q is not normal in L , the following facta b b
 .follows from Lemma 2.3 iv .
 .  . w x 4yn4.10.4 Y [ core Z s Z , S ; n ( 2 , for n s 2 or 3.b L a a a bb
For the next few steps we will be concerned with the following subgraph
of G:
( v
( v q 1
( ( ( ( ??? (_a ab a q 2 a q 3
( g q 1
( g
where M s M s M .aq2 b aq2 vq1 aq2gq1
 . < < 24.10.5 Suppose that Y s 2 . Then, up to a relabelling of vertices,b
 .   ..  .  .  .we have i Z F core O M ; and ii a , a 9 , v, a 9 g C ,a 9 L 2 aq2gq1gq1
< < < <Z Q rQ s Z Q rQ s 2, and Z Q rQ / Z Q rQ both actv a 9 a 9 a a 9 a 9 a a 9 a 9 v a 9 a 9
as transvections on Z .a 9
 .  .  .Suppose that there exist t , t g D b j D v q 1 j D g q 1 with1 2
 . w x w xd t , t s 4 and 1 / Z , Z F Z , Z . Without loss of generality1 2 t a 9 t a 91 2
 .  .  . .we assume that t g D b and t g D g q 1 . Then, by Lemma 2.3 v e1 2
 .applied at a q 2 ,
Z , Z F Z , S ; 2 l Z , S ; 2 s Z s Z ,t a 9 aq2 aq2 b aq2 aq2gq1 b gq11
 .  .which is against Lemma 2.3 iv applied at t .1
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 .  .  . Now suppose that we find a , a 9 , v, a 9 , g , a 9 g C see the diagram
 ..following 4.10.4 . Then, since b G 4 and S rQ contains exactlya 9y1a 9 a 9
 4two transvections, we have to conclude that there exists a pair t , t :1 2
 4 w x w xa , v, g with 1 / Z , Z F Z , Z , which we have already shown ist a 9 t a 91 2
impossible. It follows that we may choose notation so that Z Fa 9
  ..  .core O M and i is true. Fix this g . Now if, for allL 2 aq2gq1gq1
 .  . .v g D v q 1 Z F Q , then, by 4.10.3 ii ,a 9 v
Z F core O M l core O M s Q F O M , .  .  . .  .a 9 L 2 aq2 b L 2 aq2 b H 2 a bgq1 vq1
 .  . .which is against 4.10.1 . Thus 4.10.5 ii holds.
 . < <4.10.6 Y s 2.b
< < 2  . .Suppose that Y s 2 . Then 4.10.5 i and Theorem B imply thatb
1 / Z Q rQ F core O M rQ ( E 2 . . . .a 9 H H L 2 aq2gq1 Hgq1
 . .Hence, by 4.10.5 ii ,
Z l Q s Z l Q s Z l Q .a 9 a a 9 H a 9 v
But then the transvections Z Q rQ and Z Q rQ centralize thea a 9 a 9 v a 9 a 9
 . .  . .same hyperplane in Z , which contradicts 4.10.5 ii and Lemma 2.3 v a .a 9
< <Hence Y s 2.b
w xLb:Now define H [ Z , S ; 2 . Then one of the consequence ofb a a b
 .  .  .4.10.6 is that h L , H rZ G 1. Because of Lemma 2.3 iv , Q Q rQ isb b b b a a
w xeither the quadratic fours group on Z or S rQ and so Z , Q Ga a b a a b
w x w x  .Z , S ; 2 , whence V , Q G H . Therefore, h L , V G 2 and Z ga a b b b b b b a
H .b
 La:We next put X s H .a b
 .  .4.10.7 h L , X G 3.a a
 .  . w xSuppose that h L , X F 2. Then, using Lemma 3.7 ii , X , Q Z sa a a a a
w x w xH , Q Z e L and, as Z g H , H , Q , Q s 1. Hence Q actsb a a a a b b a a a
w xquadratically on H rZ . Since S : Q Q F 2, we have a contradictionb b a b a b
 .to Theorem 2.15 i .
 .4.10.8 The contradiction.
 .  4 w xPick a y 2 g D a y 1 _ a and set J s Z , S ; 2 . Soay2 ay1 ay2 ay2 ay1
 .J is a typical generator of X . Notice that, by Lemmas 4.3 iv anday2 ay1 a
 . . w x2.3 v a , J , Z s 1, and thus X F Q and X is elemen-ay2 ay1 a 9y2 a a 9y2 a
tary abelian.
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 .  .Now X g L , for otherwise h L , X F 2, which is against 4.10.7 .a a 9 a a
Since V l Q F S ,a 9y1 ay1 ay2 ay1
w x w xJ , V l Q F Z , S ; 3 ,ay2 ay1 a 9y1 ay1 ay2 ay2 ay1
<w x <and so J , V l Q F 2. Since H F X F Q F L ,ay2 ay1 a 9y1 ay1 ay1 a a 9y2 a 9y1
 .V l Q operates quadratically on H and therefore Theorem 2.15 iia 9y1 a ay1
implies for t g Jay2 ay1
2 4 7V : C t F 2 2 2 s 2 . .a 9y1 V _a y1
 .  .Because h L , V G 2, Theorem 2.15 v and Proposition 2.11 forceb b
 .L T ( Aut M and at least one of the noncentral L -chiefa 9y1 a 9y1 22 a 9y1
 .factors in V to be a 10-dimensional Aut M -module. But then,a 9y1 22
 . < . < 2Proposition 2.11 i implies that V l Q Q rQ F 2 and so wea 9y1 a ay1 ay1
w  .x 2 2 5  .obtain V : C t F 2 2 2 s 2 , which gives h L , V F 1, a con-a 9y1 V b b_a y1
tradiction.
From here on we assume that b s 2. We also introduce a further
 .normal subgroup of L . Suppose that a , a 9 g C. Then seta
LaW s V , Q . ;a b a
 .LEMMA 4.11. h L , W rZ G 1 and Q l Q is not normal in L .a a a b a a
w xProof. Suppose first that W s V , Q Z . Then W F Q l Q anda b a a a a b
so Q l Q is normal in L . So to prove Lemma 4.11 it suffices to showa b a
that X [ Q l Q being normal in L leads to a contradiction. Clearly,a a b a
as b s 2, we have X F L and X Q rQ G Z Q rQ . If L rQ (a a 9 a a 9 a 9 a a 9 a 9 a a
 . w x w xL q , then X Q s Z Q and thus X , Z s Z , Z F Z from2 a a a 9 a a 9 a a 9 a a 9 a
 .  .which we infer that h L , X rZ s 0. Hence h L , Q s 1. Now sup-a a a a a
 2 .pose that L rQ ( S . If Z is the natural S -module, then E 2 (a a 5 a 5
w x  ._Z , Z F C X . For the case Z is the orthogonal S -module,a a Z a a 5_a
 .  .  2 . Lemmas 4.3 iv and 2.3 iv and Z F Z l Z imply that E 2 ( Z ,b a a 9 b
w x:  . w xZ , Z F C X l Z . So in either case we deduce that X , Za a 9 Z a a a a 9a 9
 . F Z and, therefore, h L , Q s 1 when L rQ ( S . Since h L , Q ra a a a a 5 a a
 ..  .F Q G 1 and C L s 1, Q must be elementary abelian and so Qa Q a a aa
 .acts quadratically on V . If L rQ ( L q , then S s Q Q , while ifb a a 2 a a b a b
w x  .L rQ ( S , then S : Q Q F 4 and in both cases Theorem 2.15 ia a 5 a b a b
provides the desired contradiction.
 .Set R s core V . Because of Lemma 4.11, V l Q ) R . Hence wea L b b a aa
  ..  .may choose a nontrivial element x in V Z S rR l V l Q rR1 a b a b a a
and we then define
 La:N s x R .a a
 .Observe that we have h L , N rR / 0.a a a
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LEMMA 4.12. N rR is elementary abelian and N Q rQ Fa a a b b
  ..V Z Q Q rQ .1 a b b
  ..Proof. Since xR rR g V Z Q rR , it follows that N rR is ele-a a 1 a a a a
w xmentary abelian and that N , Q F R F V F Q . Hence N Q rQ Fa a a b b a b b
  ..V Z Q Q rQ and so Lemma 4.12 holds.1 a b b
 .LEMMA 4.13. Suppose that F rT \ J or Fi . Then L rQ ( L 2 .b b 1 23 a a 2
ÃProof. Put N s N rR . Suppose first that S s Q Q holds. Wea a a a b a b
 .show that it then follows that L rQ ( L 2 . Since Z Q eQ Q s S ,a a 2 a 9 a a b a b
 .  .Lemmas 2.3 iv and 4.3 iv imply that when L rQ ( S , Z Q rQ (a a 5 a 9 a a
 2 .  w x .E 2 . Thus note that N , Z s 1 for the L rQ ( S case N l Q Fa a a a 5 a b
Z Q and soa a 9
w xN l Q , Z F Z , Z F Z .a b a 9 a a 9 a
Ãw  .xCombining Q Q s S , Lemmas 4.12 and 2.22 gives N : C Z F 2.Ãa b a b a N a 9a
Ã 2 .  .  .Now h L , N / 0 and Z Q rQ ( E 2 when L rQ ( S rules outa a a 9 a a a a 5
 .  .L rQ ( S . Then an appeal to Lemmas 4.3 ii and 2.31 i yields L rQa a 5 a a
 .( L 2 .2
Now to complete the proof of the lemma we show that Q Q / S isa b a b
 .untenable. So suppose that Q Q / S . Then, using Lemma 2.3 iv ,a b a b
 .  .4.13.1 L rQ ( S and we may suppose a , a 9 g C chosen soa a 5
 Sab :that V Q s Z Q s Q Q has index 2 in S and V acts quadrati-b a a 9 a a b a b b
cally on Z .a
 .  w x.4.13.2 h L , V , Q / 0.b b b
 .  .  .If 4.13.2 is false, then, by Lemma 3.22 and 4.13.1 , Q Q g Syl Fa b 2 b
Ãw  .xand V Q s Z Q . Then we may argue as above to get N : C Z F 2.Ãb a a 9 a a N a 9aÃ .  .  .Hence, by 4.13.1 , h L , N s 0, a contradiction. So 4.13.2 holds.a a
 . w x4.13.3 V , Q F K .b b a
 . w x w xFirst observe from 4.13.1 that V , Q F Q and Z , Q , Q s 1.b b a a b b
w x   .. w xHence V , Q F V Z Q . Now suppose that V , Q g K . Then web b 1 b b b a
 . w xmay select an a y 1 g D a such that V , Q g Q . A standardb b ay1
w x w x.argument now shows that V , Q is an FF-module for L rC V , Q ,b b b L b bb
 . w xcontrary to Theorem 2.15 iii . Therefore, V , Q F K and we haveb b a
 .4.13.3 .
w xLa:  .Put M s V , Q . Clearly, by 4.13.3 , M F K Q F Q Q Fa b b a a a 9 b a 9
w  .x 2  .S and so M : C Z F 2 , from which we see that h L , M F 2.ba 9 a M a 9 a aa w x w xIn particular, we have Z V , Q , Q e L . Therefore, V , Q , Q , Qa b b a a b b a a
w x w xe L . Since Z g V , Q , we infer that V , Q , Q , Q s 1. But this, asa a b b b b a a
w x  .  .S : Q Q s 2, is against 4.13.2 and Proposition 2.16 i . Thus Q Q /ab a b a b
S is untenable, and Lemma 4.13 is proven.ab
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 .LEMMA 4.14. If L rQ ( J or Fi , then L rQ ( L 2 .b b 1 23 a a 2
Proof. Aiming for a contradiction we suppose that L rQ ( J or Fib b 1 23
2 Ãand q G 2 . Again put N s N rR . First we examine the case whena a a a
 .  .  4  :L rQ ( L q . Fix l g D a _ b so that Q , Q Q rQ s L rQ .a a 2 a b l a a a a
w xThen combining Lemma 4.12 with Lemma 2.22 and N l Q , Z F Za b a 9 a
we obtain
32 if L rQ ( J ,b b 1Ãq F N : C Z F ) .  .Ãa a N a 9 2a  2 if L rQ ( Fi .b b 23
2  .Suppose that L rQ ( Fi . Then, as q G 2 and using Lemma 2.22 ,b b 23 a
 .   ..  2 . w x) implies that N Q rQ s V Z S rQ ( E 2 and N , V Q sa b b 1 a b b a l b
w xN Q . Select x g N , V so that xQ rQ is of class 2 A in L rQ . Then,a b a l b b b b
w x 2on the one hand, we have V l Q l Q , V F Z has order at most 2b a l l l
w x 2q11 w  .x 15and, by Lemma 2.2, V : V l Q l Q F 2 giving V : C x F 2 ,b b a l b Vb
 . w  .xwhile on the other hand, we have from Lemma 2.17 ii that V : C x Gb Vb
254, these two statements being incompatible we deduce that L rQ ( J .b b 1
w x w x  .  .Since V , K F V , Q s Z F K , h L , K s h L , Z s 1,b a b b b a a a a a
which then forces K to be elementary abelian. Note that V l Q g Ka b a a
w x  .else we obtain V , Q F K , against h L , Q rK / 0 by Lemma 4.11.b a a a a a
 . <w x < < <So we select x g V l Q _ K . Then, as V l Q l Q , x F Z F qb a a l a b b a
3 w x < < w  .xF 2 and V : V l Q l Q F S rQ q , we infer that V : C x Fl l a b a b b a l Vl2 3  . 3 wq .2 and so Lemma 2.17 i implies that q s 2 . Therefore, as Q : Q la a a a
x 3Q s 2 and K s Q l Q l Q , Lemma 4.11 implies that Q rK is ab a a b l a a
 . w xnoncentral L rQ -chief factor and F Q F K . Since x, Q F Z F Za a a a b b a
 :  .F K , we get x K eQ Q s S and noting that Z F C x F K ,a a a b a b a K aa
 .  .  La:h L , K rZ s 0 then gives C x e L . Because, K x s Q wea a a K a a aa
 .   .. 3 wdeduce that Z F C x F V Z Q . From q s 2 , we have Q :a K 1 a a ba
   ...x 3   ..C V Z Q s 2 and so Lemma 2.17 forces V Z Q F QQ 1 a 1 a bb
  ..F L . Symmetrically we have V Z Q F L and now a standarda 9 1 a 9 a
  ..argument shows that V Z Q is an FF-module for L rQ , thence, by1 a a a
  ..  .   ..Lemma 2.32, V Z Q s Z . Therefore, C x s V Z Q s Z . Be-1 a a K 1 a aa
cause x 2 g K , x acts as an involution on the elementary abelian groupa
K . Thusa
< < w x w xq s Z G x , K s K : C x s K : Z . .a b a a K a aa
Consequently, as q s 23,a
2 2 6 18< < < <w x w xS s S : Q Q : K K : Z Z F q q q q s q s 2 .ab a b a a a a a a a a a a a
< < 15Finally, as L rQ ( J , we get Q F 2 and hence, courtesy of Lemmaa b 1 b
 .2.17, h L , Q s 0, a contradiction.b b
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Now we consider the remaining case L rQ ( S . Since L s F ,a a 5 b b
 .applying Lemma 3.22 gives h L , V G 2. Choose n maximal so thatb b
 w x. w xh L , V , Q ; n / 0. Set R s V , Q ; n . From the maximal choice ofb b b b b b
w x <w x < 3n, R , Q F Z and so R , Q F 2 .b b b b b
 .Suppose that R l Q g K . Then we can find a y 1 g D a such thatb a a
 .R l Q g Q . Let y g R l Q _Q . Now we haveb a ay1 b a ay1
23q3 if L rQ ( J ,b b 1
V : V l Q l Q F ) .ay1 ay1 a b 3q18 2 if L rQ ( Fi .b b 23
<w x < 3  .  .Since R , Q F 2 and h L , V G 2, by ) there exists a non-centralb b b b
L -chief factor, V, within V for whichay1 ay1
24 if L rQ ( J ,b b 1
V : C y F .V 12 2 if L rQ ( Fi .b b 23
Both these possibilities are ruled out by Lemma 2.17. We therefore deduce
 .that R l Q F K . If R g Q , then it follows that h L , Q rK s 0,b a a b a a a a
against Lemma 4.11. So R F Q and thus R F K . Also, observe thatb a b a
 .  .  :R F Z V . Now select m g D a so that L s S , Z . Since R Fb b a ma a 9 m
K , R F Q F L . If Z is the natural S -module, then R F Z Q .a m b a 9 a 9 5 m a a 9
While if Z is the orthogonal S -module, then either R Q rQ sa 5 m a 9 a 9
 .  .  w x:Z Q rQ ( E 2 or C R s Z , Z , Z . So in any casea a 9 a 9 Z m b a a 9_a
w xR , Z F Z . Therefore, R Z e L . Commutating with Q reveals, asm a 9 a m a a a
  ..  .Z g R , that R F V Z Q . But then h L , R s 0, a contradiction.a m m 1 a m m
This contradiction concludes the proof that if L rQ ( J or Fi , thenb b 1 23
q s 2.a
w xUsing the language of PR2 , Lemmas 4.10, 4.11, 4.13, and 4.14 show
that any group G, satisfying Hypothesis 4.1, is an amalgam of symplectic
 .type o¨er GF 2 . Consequently the assertions in Theorem 4.2 can be read
w xfrom PR2, Main Theorem , and Theorem C is proven.
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